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Weekend Weather
Friday

28˚/14˚
cloudy - cold

Saturday

31/25˚
partly cloudy

Sunday

39˚/26˚
snow!
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Terrorism Report Card:
Is the U.S. at the
front of the class?
By Joe Dugan
NEWS EDITOR

tional standards for treatment/prosecution of terror
detainees.
White House spokesman Scott McClellan answered the concerns raised
by the report, stating, “By
taking the fight to the enemy abroad […] that is
keeping them from plotting and planning to attack
inside America.” Others
were unconvinced. Mary
Fetchet, Director of the

Members of the former
9-11 Commission issued
a “grade report” Monday,
claiming that the United
States is relatively unprepared for possible terror
threats.
Federal
commissions
typically disband after they
have turned in their final
reports. 9-11 Commission
members, however, continued their research
as a re-formed private entity, the 9-11
Public Discourse
Project.
The
Project’s
grade report was
an attempt to clarify some of the specific problems that
continue to threaten U.S. security.
Despite federal initiatives to increase
anti-terror funding
and to develop national awareness,
the Project gave
WWW.NYU.EDU
the Bush Admin- Firemen raise a tattered flag over the 9/11
istration five “Fs”: wreckage.
first, failure to provide Voices of September 11
an emergency radio sys- advocacy group, agreed
tem; second, failure to with the Discourse Project,
distribute homeland secu- noting her frustration with
rity funding on the basis of slow progress on the part
risk; third, failure to cre- of the federal government.
ate a single airline traveler
“How many lives have
“suspicious persons” list; to be lost? ” asked Fetchet.
fourth, failure to make in- “How many tragedies do
telligence budget informa- we have to have before we
tion accessible; and fifth, have a system put in place
failure to engage in an al- that’s going to protect our
liance to develop interna- country domestically? ”

M. WYSONG | SUBMITTED

The Women’s Cross Country Team gathers for a picture with their new hardware.

Women’s Cross Country Student Org
4th at NAIA Nationals
By Andrea Walker
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

John Bryan State Park
was a bustle of activity as
women from twenty-one
different cross country
teams prepared to run in
the 5,000 meter NCCAA
National
Championship
race on Saturday, November 12.
While virtually all
runners are slightly nervous before each new race,
Samantha Maat believes
“that is the best part because it makes you rely so
much on God […] that you
are just consumed with
Him.” So, as the starting
gun rang out, seven Cedarville women took off with
their hearts set not only on
the finish line, but, more
importantly, on worshiping God with the talents

He has given them.
Totaling 76 points, the
Lady Jackets captured second place for the second
consecutive year, trailing
Olivet Nazarene, who finished with 59.
Samantha Maat crossed
the finish line at 18:03 to
secure a 3rd place finish
as well as a place on the
All-American team for
her second year in a row.
She was also named NCCAA All-America Scholar-Athlete and received
the Bullock Award, which
recognizes the NCCAA’s
Outstanding Runner not
only in athletics, but also
in academics, leadership,
Christian character, and
Christian service.
Freshman Elisabeth Py-

James McClenahan (9),
and Lauren Jones (10)

DAVID
CROWDER
REVIEW
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Even with a paper cut-out beard, the ladies still fl ock to Santa.

[I NFOR MING , E NCOUR AGING & I NSPIR ING

FOR

By Meghan Bates
STUDENT ORG BEAT

−see CHRISTMAS, page 5

−see SIFE, page 5

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

With less than a month
until Christmas, area traditions are beginning to
crop up.
For the sixth consecutive year, WLQT-FM (99.9)
is playing continuous
Christmas music through
December 6 to help foster
the holiday spirit.
Another familiar local tradition is the historic
Clifton Mill. Covered with
three million lights, the
203-year-old mill, the water wheel, adjacent cliffs,
gorge, waterfall, and covered bridge project a halo
into the night sky.
One of the largest water-powered grist mills

SIFE

still standing, Clifton Mill
now houses a country restaurant as well as a gift
shop complete with a display of over three thousand
Santa Claus figurines, an
animated miniature village, and outdoor trains
for the holidays. The entrance cost is seven dollars
per person, and parking is
free. Call 767-5501 or visit
www.cliftonmill.com for
more information.
There also several opportunities for service this
holiday season.
Home
Instead Senior Care in
Dayton offers in-home as-

−see XC, page 15

By Heidi Charlton

Student Faces

Spotlight:

Students in Free Enterprise
(SIFE) is a global nonprofit organization active in over 40
countries. SIFE is funded by
contributions from corporations,
foundations, government agencies, entrepreneurs, and other
individuals.
There are over 800 participating college campuses nationwide,
and Cedarville University is one
of them. SIFE has been on the Cedarville campus for three years.
Professors Jeff Guernsey and
John LeBlanc act as the faculty
advisors to the organization’s 60
members from over 10 different
majors. The 2005-2006 officers
are Leah Robertson, president;
Thomas Hancock, public relations; Julie Campbell, project director; Anne Felix, treasurer; and
Emily Cain, communications.
Members work to organize
and implement projects in their
community. Their goal is to inform others about the four SIFE
educational topics: market economics, entrepreneurship, personal fi nancial success skills, and
business ethics. Hancock added:
“On top of teaching people all of
these skills, Cedarville University SIFE team looks to show the
love of Jesus Christ to the many
individuals that we come in contact with. We hope that through
the window of business, we can
provide an environment where
people can see that there is something different about us, […] the
love of Jesus Christ.”
This year, SIFE plans to complete ten projects. These projects

It’s Beginning to Look A Lot Like Christmas
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Do all of the items on your
Christmas list require ammo and
an F.B.I. background check?
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World & Campus News

The Aids Agenda

The Island of Cyprus

In the ruthless world of AIDS,
there is no us and them. And in
that world, silence is death.

One of the Most Unique Cultures in the European Union

By Meghan Bates
STAFF WRITER

Dervis presented a speech
that outlined the work being done to eradicate poverty. In his speech he said,
“If we are to end the cycle of
extreme poverty, we need to
ensure that the poor, especially women who make up
the majority of the poorest
of the poor, are empowered
to take charge of their development as both participants
in the development process
that shapes their destinies,
and as beneficiaries of the

Every continent is affected by HIV/AIDS. The
disease is quickly becoming
the leading cause of death
in many countries, leaving behind children who
become part of the cycle,
perpetuateing educational
disadvantages, poverty, and
discrimination.
According to a U.N.
report, almost 40 million
people are living
with HIV; in 2004,
nearly 5 million
were infected. Last
year 3 million people were killed by
the AIDS epidemic.
East Asia, Eastern
Europe, and Central
Asia saw the biggest increases in the
number of people
living with HIV/
AIDS. And Sub-Saharan Africa, where
only 10 percent of
the world’s population resides, is now
home to 60 percent
of the disease’s victims. 75 percent of
these are women
and children. In the
Caribbean, AIDS
has become the official leading cause of
death among people
aged 15-44. Only
15 percent of these
E-ALLIANCE.CH/MEDIA/MJENSEN
victims
receive
The waiting room in one of the Red Cross Clinics
treatment.
in Kampala
Education is the
biggest combatant
of HIV/AIDS, but is sparse development outcomes.”
in many hard-hit areas.
On November 17, 2003,
Women are the most afflict- U.N. Secretary-General Kofi
ed group and also the least- Annan gave a speech for the
educated worldwide. Many occasion of World AIDS
countries lose sight of the day, which is observed on
importance of education in December 1. Throughout the
the midst of the crisis. The speech he emphasized the
UNAIDS Global Coalition need for immediate action,
on Women and AIDS has proper funding, education,
stated, “Education is espe- and outreach. Annan prescially empowering for girls sured the UN and countries
and young women. This around the world to keep
makes it one of the most po- AIDS at the top of “political
tent and essential tools in the and practical” agendas.
fight against HIV/AIDS, a
The goals set in 2003
disease which thrives on the have not been reached, but
social and economic vulner- hope remains. Annan closed
ability of young women.”
his speech by stating, “We
The coalition has four must continue to speak up
distinct goals: to help girls openly about AIDS. No
complete their primary edu- progress will be achieved
cation, to remove fi nancial by being timid, refusing
barriers to primary educa- to face unpleasant facts, or
tion, to provide HIV/AIDS prejudging our fellow hueducation in the core curric- man beings—still less by
ulum in all schools, and to stigmatizing people living
ensure the safety and qual- with HIV/AIDS. Let no
ity of these schools.
one imagine that we can
Poverty is a byproduct protect ourselves by buildof HIV/AIDS, as well as ing barriers between “us”
a threat to education. On and “them.” In the ruthless
October 17, 2005, United world of AIDS, there is no
Nations Development Pro- us and them. And in that
gram Administrator Kemal world, silence is death.”

By Elizabeth Korver
INT’L CULTURE BEAT

An island rests in the
middle of the Mediterranean
Sea, basking in the temperate
climate characteristic to that
part of the world. Beautiful
beaches, open air markets,
Greek orthodox churches,
quaint homes, and countless
vineyards and olive groves
color the traditionally Mediterranean landscape. This
self-proclaimed “Land of
Aphrodite,” Cyprus, brings
one of the most unique cultures to the table of the European Union.
A holistic understanding of Cyprian culture must
accompany an awareness of
Cyprus’s political history and
subsequent structure. Cyprus
was a historic crossroads for
dozens of different cultures,
ranging from the Byzantines
to the Crusaders
to the Romans to
the Greeks to the
Turks. However,
in 1878, Cyprus
was handed over
to Britain by Turkey
in exchange for British
support of the Ottoman
Empire in the RussianTurkish War.
Many Cypriots fought
for the British in World War
I, and some became British citizens, but in the 1940s
and 1950s Cypriots began
to demand independence

from Britain and union with
Greece. They were granted
independence in 1960 after
bitter guerrilla fighting, followed in the 1970s by dissatisfaction among the Turkish
minorities and others who
opposed complete union with
Greece.
Today, Cyprus is divided
into a northern Turkish Cypriot-administered region,
mostly Muslim, and a southern Greek Cypriot-administered region (the Republic
of Cyprus), mostly Eastern
Orthodox. The two regions
are separated by a UN buffer
zone.
Although Cyprus’s recent
history has been tumultuous
and northern Turkish-region
leaders contribute to
current strains
with the EU,
the
resilient

cal landmarks and legends,
and a balmy climate, Cyprus also offers a cuisine that
dazzles the palate. Cyprus’
sensationally fresh and delicious menu includes dishes
of mouth-watering sausage
and pork marinated in wine;
Greek salads composed of
leafy greens, tomatoes, bell
peppers, feta cheese, green
olives, and local herbs;
chunks of lamb cooked in
clay ovens and flavored by
bay leaves; and the regional
staples of olive oil, dates, almonds, and wine.
To Cypriots, these dishes
and ingredients are the normal and natural choices of
daily life, not merely the marketing ploys of tourist-oriented restaurants. Many
rural

astoundingly high life expectancy of an average Cypriot,
78 years. Researchers have
increasingly praised diets
such as that of Cyprus for being rich in fresh vegetables,
fruits, breads, and legumes,
and low in saturated fats.
This combination of dietary
factors acts as a herald of a
longer, healthier, and happier
lifestyle; no wonder the Cypriots brag that “Aphrodite
herself couldn’t bring herself
to leave!”

Crete, sometimes
spelled
Krete
(Greek
/ Kriti) is the largest
of the Greek islands and the fifth largest
Cyin the Mediterranean Sea.
pr iots It is the Greek island closstill raise est to North Africa.

Cy pr iots
have managed to
preserve much of their motherland cultures—both Greek
and Turkic. Besides amazing
archaeological sites, histori-

and produce much
of their own food, including
cracked wheat, cheese, and
smoked pork.
Cyprian produce, which
is a slice of the broader
Mediterranean category, has
doubtless contributed to the

International News
Compiled by Joe Dugan, News Editor

IRAQ

S

addam Hussein said
Monday that he’s
“not afraid of execution,”
rejecting the charges that
have been brought against
him in a trial that is attracting global attention.
Although the 2002 U.S.
-led occupation of Iraq
was driven by the former
President’s alleged WMD
program, Hussein’s trial
revolves around charges that
he and seven co-defendants
slaughtered more than 140
Shiite residents of the village of Dujail in 1982.
Throughout the proceedings, the former Iraqi President frequently disrupted
the personal testimonies of
torture victims and their
family members. “This
game must not continue,”
Hussein said. “If you want
[my] neck, you can have it!
I have exercised my constitutional prerogatives after
I had been the target of an
armed attack.”
The trial was adjourned
until Tuesday.

CONGO

A

n unusually powerful earthquake
ripped through eastern
Congo on Monday, destroying dozens of homes and
burying children in rubble.
The earthquake, measuring a preliminary 6.8 on
the Richter scale, struck at
2:20 p.m. EST. Dr. JeanDonne Owali, a humanitarian worker who assisted
victims at his clinic, spoke
to the expansive damage.
“Dozens of houses have
collapsed, several children
were buried by the roofs of
their houses,” he said.
According to the U.S.
Geological Survey (USGS),
the quake was located
approximately six miles
underground, and affected
not only Congo but also
Nairobi and Mombasa in
Kenya.
The last similarly devastating natural disaster in
Congo took place in 2002,
when a massive volcanic
eruption killed over one
hundred people.

Venezuela

A

n explosion damaged a pipeline
connected to Venezuela’s
primary oil refinery on Saturday, prompting officials
to cast blame on dissenters
seeking to disrupt election
proceedings.
Oscar Rivas, Head of
Operations for Petroleos de
Venezuela S.A., claimed
that the damages were not
terribly significant. “We
have enough storage capacity. Production will not be
affected,” he said.
Venezuelan Interior
Minister Jesse Chacon said
that the explosion was a
terrorist attempt to evoke
unrest in the South American country. “We already
know who is behind this
situation, and we have
made some arrests,” he
said. Venezuelan military
officials acknowledged
Monday that they intend to
increase security at key refineries across the country.
Venezuela is the world’s
fifth-largest supplier of oil.

Kazakhstan

I

nternational observers
said Monday that the
recent landslide reelection
of Kazakh President Nursultan Nazabayev was laced
with corruption.
The Organization for
Security and Cooperation in
Europe (OSCE) sent more
than 460 monitors to polling
booths to keep tabs on the
proceedings. According to
a report, the monitors found
numerous flaws that “limited
the possibility for a meaningful competition.”
Most of the trouble occurred during the count. According to the OSCE report,
there was “harassment, intimidation and detentions of
campaign staff and supporters of opposition candidates,
including cases of beatings
of campaign staff.”
The reelected Nazabayev
insisted that the vote was
clean. “We’re talking not
about revolutions but evolutions,” he said. “Kazakhstan
voted for calmness and
stability.”
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School Shootings
Across the nation, parents, teachers, and
media commentators find themselves
asking the same question:
Why does school violence happen?
STAFF WRITER

appearance. These recent events
contribute to a stream of violence
that has escalated over the past
several years.
The recent ABP production of
Bang Bang You’re Dead sought
to examine the causes and consequences of school shootings. Bang
Bang You’re Dead confronts
a society that dramaturge
Julianne Sandberg and others believe is “numbed to
violence.”
Schools across the nation have responded to this
culture by initiating new
security measures. In most
schools, teachers and sometimes students are required
to wear identification badges while on the premises.
Many schools have restricted
access locks on the doors during
the school day; a few even have
lockdown drills reminiscent of
Cold War air raid routines. With
these new security measures in
place, many still wonder if schools
are getting to the root of the problem or simply perpetuating a false
sense of security.

Across the nation, parents,
teachers, and media commentators find themselves asking the
same question: why does school
violence happen? Bang Bang’s
playwright William Mastrosimone
takes viewers into the psyche of a
teenage boy who has committed
seven acts of murder. Throughout
the play, viewers find themselves
hoping for an answer or a solution. However, ABP advisor Diane
Merchant noted, “I don’t think the
play gives us an answer. I think the
play asks us a profound question.”
In Jacksboro, TN, Campbell
County Sheriff Ron McClellen was
asking the same question when he

Mission Completed!
The end of campus fellowship?

told reporters, “I have no information firsthand of what type of
motive or what would cause this
individual to do this.” Perhaps
killing classmates was just “more
fun than droppin’ dudes in a video game,” as Bang Bang’s killer,
Josh, succinctly stated. Perhaps
there is a deeper reason. Those
involved in Bang
Bang You’re Dead
agree that the cause
of school violence
is difficult to pinpoint. “The national
tragedy of kids killing kids sweeps the
country,” said Mastrosimone, “and no
one, not the schools,
not the parents, not
the pundits nor the
government, has a
clue.”
Whether the cause is a videogame culture, assertion of masculinity, poor parenting, or social
rejection, Bang Bang’s director
Crystal Missler hopes that the
play caused people to question
how they view the perpetrators of

school violence. “It is easy to look
at it the way the media portrays
it,” said Missler. Casual viewers
often miss students’ pain; they fail
to see how their words can cause
hurt. “I hope that people question
the way they treat others,” concluded Missler. Sandberg echoed
Missler’s thoughts. “We should
come away with a better understanding of what is going on
in hurting people’s hearts
and minds so that we can
understand them and show
them love.” In all three of
the show’s talkback sessions, the cast stressed the
need for empathy, hoping
that small acts of love and
consideration could break
the cycle of violence.
Those involved with
the production of Bang
Bang You’re Dead agree that
understanding the hurt does not
excuse the responsibility of the
killer. According to Sandberg,
“The play vividly shows the consequences of this kind of action.”
Recently, the District Attorney in
the Jacksboro case argued, “It is
appropriate that [the suspect] be
tried as an adult and subject to
adult penalties.” In the play, Josh
is tried as an adult and sentenced
to life in prison “without possibility of anything good.” In his cell
he becomes tormented by guilt
and begins to realize what he has
lost in life. For Josh and for many
others, it is too late.

ing, the AD 7 messages were
being used by God, and the
overall experience was positive. AD 7 members served
the University well by planning and leading all of these
services.
Two or three years ago,
our Student Handbook underwent a needed revision.
What we produced was, in
my opinion, a masterpiece.
Through a lot of hard work,
the Student Life division
successfully authored a
handbook that has become
a model for Christian higher
education institutions.
In the process of this revision, very few guidelines
were actually changed in
any substantive way. One
that was completely changed
was the student church attendance policy. The new
guidelines shifted from three
required church services per
week (Fellowship qualified

es. Furthermore, we wanted
to encourage involvement in
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
interactive small group Bible
Sunday, December
studies.
Our student body re11, 2005, at 6 p.m. will
ceives
a full compliment of
mark the last Cedarville
required
chapels (5 days/
University Fellowship
week),
a
required
Bible mi(CUF) service. Our
nor, Fall Bible and Spring
mission has been
Missions Conferences. All of
accomplished. Please let
these are a part of the Cedarme explain.
ville experience, but are on
Over the past 25-30
top of a rigorous academic
years, the CUF existed for
load. When the new church
the stated purpose of providattendance policy was being quality worship services
ing discussed, we realized
that would qualify as alterthe need for the CUF would
natives for the three required
likely soon be gone. This has
weekly church services atproven to be the case. The
tendance policy. Students
mission has been accomwere expected to attend loplished, so the decision was
cal churches twice on Suna “no-brainer.”
day and again at a mid-week
Fellowship attendance
service.
took a severe hit immediately
Since 1887, Cedarville
after the new guidelines went
University has been located
into effect. Again, this was
out in the middle of God’s
anticipated. Spring semester
country (cornfields). This
of last year saw attendance
reality created a somedrop to 100—150
what unique situation for
people. Fall semesthe ever-growing student
ter of this year began
God is good! The with approximately
body, since we required attendance at a local church
mission for the CUF 750 in attendance,
three times a week. Many
but soon dwindled
has been accomplished. to 200 or less. The
students had limited transportation at their disposal Today is a new and exciting AD 7 worked hard
and time demands continto provide quality
ued to mount up as well. day. Let’s love God with all weekly services. In
The CCF/CUF was ar- of our beings. Let’s study some respects, the
ranged to help meet this
services over the past
hard, and let’s love the two years have been
challenge.
Up until ten years ago, people around us whether some of the best in
Cedarville University prothe history of the Felhere on campus or out in lowship.
vided three CUF services
per week: Sunday mornThere is a bright
the public.
ing, Sunday evening, and
and positive side
Wednesday evening. At
to all of this. The
that time, and only after sig- as church attendance) to the change in church attendance
nificant counsel, Cedarville present requirement of at policy has put our Univerdecided to do away with a least one local church ser- sity sponsored small-group
Sunday morning service for vice plus two spiritual for- Bible studies into orbit.
at least two reasons: first, it mation activities.
Attendance went from apwas not a well attended serSpiritual formation activ- proximately 200 (before the
vice; second and more im- ities could be accomplished change) to over 700. We are
portant, we felt that we were by attending additional excited about this! Students
unintentionally contributing church services, attending only have so much discreto students not attending a Fellowship,
participating tionary time. They’re here to
real local church by making in a university-sponsored get a great university educait so easy to run to all three small group Bible study, tion.
Fellowship services and being involved in a mentor
God is good! The misthereby completely bypass relationship or a university- sion for the CUF has been
interaction with a local con- sponsored ministry.
accomplished. Today is a
gregation.
The rationale for this new and exciting day. Let’s
CUF was never intended change was multi-faceted. love God with all of our beto be a local church. The More and more students ings. Let’s study hard, and
decision to hold Fellowship were coming to Cedarville let’s love the people around
services was primarily a University from churches us whether here on campus
practical one. Had we been that did not have Sunday or out in the public.
located in a more urban area, evening or mid-week servicTo God be the glory!
we would never have begun
these services at all.
Fellowship never served
communion, did not baptize
students, and never had a
membership roll. The ordinances were not practiced
because we believed—and
still believe—that these belong to the local church.
After the Sunday morning service was discontinued, we continued to
hold Sunday evening and
Wednesday evening services every week that classes
were in session. These were
great services! We had 1,000
– 1,500 at most every serB. KOUBA | CEDARS
vice. The singing was excit-

By Pastor Bob Rohm

By Amanda Acker
Teenagers often fight; sometimes, they fight with guns. On
November 8, 2005, a student at
Campbell County High School in
Jacksboro, TN opened fire, killing an administrator. Four days
later, in Florida, a bus ride home
turned violent when a teenage girl
shot a classmate for criticizing her
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Kabbalah: An Old Dog’s New Trick
By Amanda Acker
RELIGION BEAT

Centuries of carefully
preserved Jewish mysticism can now be purchased
in bottled form. Kabbalah,
once an esoteric Jewish doctrine, has been popularized
among Gentiles to such an
extent that the International
Kabbalah Centre initiated
a movement to sell a water
bottle that “manifests water’s primordial capacity to
heal and protect” and will
make “miraculous powers
of restoration and healing
[…] available to the world.”
Many conservatives in
the Jewish community are
outraged, but this does not
stop pop icons such as Madonna, Britney Spears, and
Demi Moore from becoming Kabbalists in their own
right.
Kabbalah was never
meant to make the tabloids.
For many Jews, Kabbalah is
sacred and mysterious. Given a Hebrew name meaning
“reception,” Kabbalah is of
obscure origin, most likely

dating back to the time of
the revelation of the Torah.
Unlike the wisdom of the
Torah, Kabbalah teachings
were to be concealed and
told to a select few in each
generation, those with the
wisdom and spirituality to
understand.
Modern day Kabbalah
has dispensed with this notion. With the onset of the
printing press Kabbalah
writings fell from the hands
of the elect. Now they have
slipped into the clutches of
popular culture. As Kabbalah is becoming increasingly
faddish, it is morphing into
an ambiguous mysticism
with New Age influences.
According to the International Kabbalah Centre,

“Kabbalah’s spiritual power
is universal. Its light is intended for Christians, Muslims, Hindus, Jews, and all
humanity! After all everyone is entitled to happiness
and a productive and fulfi lling life free of chaos.”
Most Jewish scholars
throughout history would
not share the sentiments of
this new brand of Kabbalist. Traditional followers
believe that Kabbalah cannot exist without the Torah.
Kabbalah is like the spices
that flavor a meal. A Kabbalah divorced from Scripture is meaningless.
Kabbalah uses Scripture
as its origin, harmonizing
reason and spirituality to
explain and interpret the
meanings and causes revealed in the Torah. Even
the mystical element of
Kabbalah builds on the supernatural experiences of
Moses, Jacob, and Ezekiel.
There are two forms of
Kabbalah: the practical and
the theoretical. Through the
ages, practical Kabbalah has
countered the sometimes sti-

fl ing forces of tradition and
Talmudic scholarship. In
a world where religion can
be dominated by intellectualism and empty creeds,
practical Kabbalah seeks
to unite humans with God
through love. For the practical Kabbalist the road to
spirituality is one of intense
prayer and meditation.
Theoretical Kabbalah
takes a different approach
to spirituality. This form
endeavors to answer the
timeless questions believers of God ask: questions of
God’s essence, the universe,
the creation of the world,
and the purpose of humankind. It seeks to explain the
origins of evil and examines
the natures of the corporeal

and immaterial, the fi nite
and limitless.
Kabbalah teaches that
God is incomprehensible.
One piece of its literature
states, “An impoverished
person thinks that God is an
old man with white hair, sitting on a wondrous throne
of fi re that glitters with
countless sparks […] Imagining this and similar fantasies, the fool corporealizes
God. He falls into one of the
traps that destroy faith. His
awe of God is limited by his
imagination.”
Kabbalah teaches that
Ein Sof, the infi nite, boundless Light, is incomprehensible. He is revealed in part
through the ten sefi rot that
emanate from Him into all
levels of the heavenly and
earthly spheres. The sefi rot
are basically attributes of
God. Some examples are
Keter (crown), Binah (understanding) and Hod (majesty). According to Kabbalist teaching, the sefi rot
“constitute the process by
which all things come into
being and pass away. They
energize every existent
thing that can be quantified.”
The teachings of Kabbalah are often complex and
foreign, fi lled with many
Gnostic and pantheistic elements. However, Kabbalists
fi nd immense wisdom in
their literature. The effort
to understand the nature of
God has meaningful applications for Kabbalists. One
writing asserts, “All the
troubles of the world, especially spiritual troubles such
as impatience, hopelessness,
and despair, derive from the
failure to see the grandeur
of God clearly.”
In addition to these
spiritual applications, Kabbalists fi nd timeless practical wisdom. For example,
followers are told, “Try
and learn from someone
who has followed paths
of integrity, as far as possible, for the treasures of
God have been entrusted in
that person’s hands. Do not
chase after those who boast
of their knowledge. Their
voices roar like the waves of
the sea, but they have only a
few spoonfuls of wisdom.”
Today these ancient,
mysterious, and sacredly
preserved teachings are
championed in Hollywood.
Madonna even dedicated a
song to the memory of Rabbi Luria, a renowned Kabbalist. Condemning this act,
Rabbi Israel Deri told the
BBC, “This woman brings a
great sin on the Kabbalah.”
Dissension from conservative members of the
Jewish community has not
hindered the thousands of
followers that flock to Kabbalah centers wearing the
trademark red bracelet.
Kabbalah is now entrenched
in popular culture. One can
only imagine how it will
grow from here.
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Students gain education in both the technical and moral aspects of scientific research.

Bioethics Becoming Hot CU Topic
By Nate Washatka
STAFF WRITER

Scientists have recently
discovered that adding a common shampoo ingredient to
paint can create a self-sterilizing surface coating, that ultrasonic vocalizations emitted by
male mice are songs, and that
mosquitoes can be genetically
engineered to maket their gonads glow in the dark.
Biotechnical marvels like
these are announced around
the globe on a daily basis,
but while they are often humorous, interesting, or illuminating, such discoveries
are frequently overlooked by
those outside of the scientific
community. Consumers and
college students tend to focus
instead on breakthroughs with
more practical applications or
ethical implications.
Examples might be the
recent development of cheap
handheld devices that check
for HIV, a doctor’s ability to
select the gender of an unborn
child using a procedure with
a 99 percent success rate, and
the discovery that stem cells
from bone marrow can be
used to heal hearts damaged
by heart attacks.
Biotechnology has a broad
definition; generally, it refers to any technological application that uses biological
systems or living organisms
to create or modify products. The biotech industry is
booming; as of April, the total
value of publicly traded biotech companies in the United
States was $311 billion. CNN
rated developments in biotechnology as the fourth most
significant of all technological
developments in 2005.
Keeping tabs on such a
massive cultural force is extremely difficult, and few

industries instigate as much
public debate as biotechnolgy.
For example, President Bush
came under fire earlier this
year for his stance on stem cell
research. Biological weapons
have sparked similar tensions.
Several programs at Cedarville University attempt to
address bioethical concerns.
Cedarville recently co-hosted
an undergraduate bioethics
seminar with Mount Vernon
Nazarene Univeristy, and
the Science department has
developed a bioethics minor
open to students of all majors.
There are also several informational weblinks available
at http://www.cedarville.edu/
bioethics.
Dr. Frank Sullivan, professor of biology at Cedarville,
chaired the recent bioethics
conference. Sullivan has taken part in public bioethics debates and published numerous
articles addressing bioethical
issuess.
“Cedarville students are
good at articulating a Christian worldview in regard to
bioethics issues, but they have

difficulty in addressing pluralism,” Sullivan said. “The
goal of the conference was to
engage the culture, presenting
not only Christian arguments,
but arguments that don’t necessarily agree with our worldview.”
Sullivan said that bioethics debates usually can be categorized into disagreements
over beginning-of-life issues,
reproductive
technologies,
end-of-life issues, and research ethics. However, most
distinctions are incapable of
encompassing the entire field
of biotechnology, and Sullivan’s primary goal is to keep
students informed. “It is our
duty as Christians to show the
importance of Scripture and
sound reasoning to provide
answers to vital bioethical
questions,” he said.
Glowing mosquitoes and
soapy surfaces may raise eyebrows, but the heart of the
biotechnical industry lies in
fighting disease and increasing standards of living—tasks
that leave plenty of room for
ongoing ethical debate.
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A Postmodern Review
This year, the Department of Biblical
Education has chosen to pursue a
discussion about postmodernism and the
issues surrounding truth and certainty.
By Heidi Charlton
INTERDEPARTMENTAL BEAT

One of the most controversial issues facing many
Christian colleges and universities today is the subject
of postmodernism and the
level of threat it poses to the
Christian community.
This year, the Department of Biblical Education
has chosen to pursue a discussion about postmodernism and the issues surrounding truth and certainty. In
the pursuit of truth, this exchange of ideas is meant to
be a model of vigorous, open
and honest dialogue from
which other Christian colleges and universities facing
similar struggles may benefit.
Over the next few months
the Bible department, along
with President Brown and
Academic Vice President
Milliman, will grapple with
issues such as the nature and
certainty of knowledge, interpretation, and truth. Led
by Professor Janssen and Dr.
Couser, Bible department
faculty will present papers
and responses on a variety of
issues relating to postmodernism.
Dr. Mills and Dr. Mappes
have already engaged in this
discourse in wider scholarly
circles. Dr. Mappes published a lengthy review of
Brian McLaren’s book, A
New Kind of Christian, in
Bibliotheca Sacra, and Dr.
Mills wrote an article on the
emergent church which will
appear in the spring edition
of the Criswell Theological
Review alongside articles
by Brian McLaren, Robert
Webber, and other key emergent thinkers and critics.
Some professors in Cedarville’s Bible department
believe that postmodernism poses such a significant
threat to the Christian faith
that the only acceptable reaction is to completely eradicate and condemn anything
even slightly postmodern.
“While we all affirm that the
Bible is our sole authority for
doctrine and practice, and
that it speaks clearly to these

matters,” said Dr. Gombis,
“there are some other faculty members who are not so
convinced that postmodernism is a cohesive threat that
poses itself to Christianity
in the same way that isolated
heresies have, as in times
past.”
Gombis went on to describe postmodernism as
more of a pendulum shift
against the excesses of modernism, which had been accompanied by the church’s
unquestioning alliance with
modernist thought. According to Gombis, in many ways
the postmodern emphases on
community and holistic ways
of knowing and interacting
with the world are consistent
with Scripture, an argument
that many Evangelicals have
not sufficiently considered.
Optimistic about the opportunities that this discussion presents to the Christian
community, Gombis and
other professors welcome the
opportunity to “be critical
about the ways we have unconsciously united Christianity with modernism, while
also resisting the potential
corruption of Christianity
with postmodern thoughtforms.”
Each professor in the Department of Biblical Education has signed the fourteenpoint doctrinal statement
outlining the core beliefs of
Cedarville University. All
agree on these essentials,
and strongly affirm that
Scripture is the sole authority for doctrine and practice,
but some differ on the issue
of postmodernism. Cedars
contacted several other professors regarding this issue and its relevance to the
church, but they declined to
comment at this time.
Expressing a desire for
harmony and unity within a
diverse context, Dr. Miller
articulated an approach to
the discussion: a desire to
collaborate with other professors so that they can “encourage and sharpen each
other’s thinking and love on
a daily basis.”

Cont’d from CHRISTMAS, front page
sistance to elderly people
who would rather not live
in nursing homes. This
Christmas, Home Instead
is sponsoring a program
called Be Santa to a Senior
that offers visits and gifts
to elderly residents in the
area. Home Instead also
offers other services for
seniors; call 937-312-1600
for more information about
volunteering
opportunities. The Dayton division
of United Way is also looking for volunteers for the
holiday season; more infor-

mation is available at www.
volunteerdayton.org.
Christmas
shopping
doesn’t have to be hectic or
stressful; find the perfect
unique gift in a more relaxed atmosphere by shopping on a smaller scale rather than trying to brave the
crowds at the mall. ARTtoBUY Holiday Gift Gallery,
located at 40 W. Fourth St.
in Dayton, is staffed by
members of the Dayton Visual Arts Center. Over one
hundred artists, jewelry
designers, and glass blow-
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“Speak Well. Don’t Suck.”
By Joe Holecko
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Students who haven’t
kept tabs on the debate/forensic teams should start taking
notice.
Historically two of the
most unrecognized competitive teams at Cedarville University, debate and forensics
are starting to receive some
campus-wide press. At the
recent Berea College tournaments, the John G. Fee
Invitational, and Cumberland College Curtis Brown
Invitational I.E. Swing, both
teams ranked first out of 21
other colleges. Not an easy
task, considering that their
opposition included nationally recognized universities
like Carson-Newman, Western Kentucky, and Belmont
University.
Why have the debate and

forensics teams been so successful? Compared to other
competing schools, the successes of Cedarville teams
cannot be explained in terms
of significant financial backing or large coaching staffs.
In fact, the coaches for both
the debate and forensics team
are full-time professors, balancing the rigors and time
consumption of both professorship and coaching.
Cedarville teams succeed primarily because of the
personal contributions of the
people involved—their time,
their energy, and their passion. Rebecca Sietman, the
coach for the debate team,
observed that the “only explanation [for Cedarville’s success] is that God has chosen
to take our willingness to be
used and has multiplied our
efforts. These students sacrifice their time, their sleep,

their social life, and many
other things.” Joe Dugan,
a junior English major and
varsity debater, agreed: “Our
success is driven by extraordinary students, excellent
coaching, and unified goals.
These traits make us strong
as a team; consequently, we
tend to win.”
Despite their success,
winning is not at the forefront
in Cedarville speech competition. Some students do it
for the fringe benefits. Mark
Miller, a freshman debater,
grinned while explaining that
“debate gives [us] the opportunity to travel off campus
and eat something other than
Chuck’s.” Other students do
it for the thrill of the competition and the rush that a select
few get from public speaking, the phobia of choice for
most people. “It gets me up in
front of people speaking and

articulating ideas on a regular basis, so it is very natural
and common [and] not an
unusual scary experience,”
explained Natalie Gamache
of the forensics team.
Regardless of the reason
that Cedarville students participate in forensics and debate, it is evident that they are
affecting the way Christian
higher education is viewed in
the public sphere. Competing
against non-Christian schools
allows Cedarville students
to counter some of the stereotypes, such as anti-intellectualism, that their mainly
non-Christian competitors
have formulated. As Candace Smith of the forensics
team explained: “We turn
the heads of the unbelievers
around us at tournaments.
They come to respect us, and
thus will listen to what we
have to say.”

Ministry Reaches Modern Outcasts
By Melanie Frageorgia
STAFF WRITER

Pimps?
Prostitutes?
Most Christians want nothing to do with them. But
for junior Jordan Root these
“untouchables of our time”
are his calling.
Root started the Broken Chains organization “to
create a passion for raising
awareness of and taking action against child sex trafficking,” according to its official
newsletter. The organization
was born at the close of the
2005 spring semester, when
Root decided to get together
with like-minded friends to
discuss what could be done
about the sex trade.
This semester, the new
organization debuted at the
Org Fair, where students
could sign up to receive the
email newsletter.
Root said that the long

ers come together to peddle
their wares and share their
expertise Monday through
Friday 10:00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m., and Saturday 10:00
a.m. to 3:00 p.m. Browse
through the many unique
gifts or see artist demonstrations on December 10,
11:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
Call 937-224-3822 for more
information.
The Little Exchange
also offers a variety of
unique gift items including
glassware,
kitchenware,
children’s clothing and
gifts, mirrors, lamps, and
artwork. A portion of the
store’s Christmas proceeds
go to the Children’ Medical
Center. Over the past fifty
years this little gift shop,
located at 45 Park Avenue
in Oakwood, has donated
$1 million to the hospital.

term goal of Broken Chains
is to help sponsor a safehouse for children rescued
out of brothels. He hopes the
organization will someday
send mission teams to the
safehouse, and that Broken
Chains might even become a
non-profit organization with
a wider reach than Cedarville
University.
Broken Chains recently
held a coin drive, and plans
to raise more funds for the
safehouse by selling t-shirts
printed with “Save the
Pimps.”
Root first felt the call to
missions in eighth grade on a
trip to Costa Rica, but it was
not until his freshman year of
college that he learned about
sex trafficking. He read an
article on the New York
Times’ website about children involved in the sex trade
in Mexico and the United
States. Root was devastated.

atre located in Springboro.
La Comedia is wrapping
up their 2005 season with
a production of the comedy
“Reviving Mr. Scrooge.”
This holiday show features
all of the backstage drama
and hilarity common to
theatrical productions “in
which everything that can
go wrong does.” From auditions to rehearsals and
everything in between, this
disastrously funny performance “revolves around
a desperate producer who
decides to revive his successful production of Mr.
Scrooge.”
Despite the popular misconception that “nothing
happens in the cornfields,”
the
Dayton/Springfield
area is full of opportunities to enhance holiday
cheer. Students with a free
evening in the midst of fiFor a holiday entertain- nals should consider trying
ment opportunity, check out something new.
La Comedia Dinner The-

“It was the first time I’d
ever been exposed to it,” he
said, “God just really gripped
my heart.” His life’s goal
became to “be a counselor/
caretaker of children rescued
from the sex trade and to help
rescue children from the sex
trade.” Broken Chains was
born out of his struggle to
find something he could do
while still in school.
Since starting the organization, Root has changed
his major from education to
applied psychology, with an
emphasis on family-child
studies to better enable him
to counsel hurting children.
He hopes to serve somewhere in Central America or
Mexico. “I’ve been thinking
a lot about Mexico,” he said.
“However, I’m not limiting
myself to that.”
Root is also currently involved in the Jeremiah Project, a “street witnessing”

ministry mainly targeting
prostitutes. Students in this
ministry travel to the inner
city on Friday nights and
simply talk to whoever they
meet, whether prostitutes,
pimps, homeless people, or
people coming out of bars and
clubs. No one is “untouchable” in their eyes. These students seek to share the gospel
with those from whom most
Christians shy away. “I kind
of see the attitude of Jonah
in the church,” Root said,
explaining how believers neglect these needy people out
of self-righteousness.
Root is also a leader for
Cedarkids, a ministry that
serves local children, and he
is thinking of starting a ministry for the children of prostitutes.
For more information
about Broken Chains, contact
Jordan Root at jtroot@cedarville.edu.

Cont’d from SIFE, front page
range from teaching children to working with senior
citizens. One of these projects is to create a coloring
book for elementary school
children to teach them about
business. On the adolescent
level, they are going to help
run a “Mini-SIFE” at a local high school by setting
up projects and teaching
students about business.
They will also be hosting
a Business Day, which will
expose high school students
and their families to various
business fields. Even senior citizens are included in
their plans; SIFE is organizing an Identity Theft Night
to discuss the importance of
keeping personal information safe.
SIFE held a Personal Finance Day at Cedarville on
November 7 that brought
in approximately 100 students. The organization

held two sessions in which
they helped students to understand investing, budgeting, and paying off student
loans. They are also working with the CU Post Office
to develop technology for a
more efficient system.
The group participates in
both regional and national
competitions. According to
Hancock, “At competition,
SIFE teams present the results of their educational
outreach projects and compete to determine which
team was most successful at creating economic
opportunit[ies] for others.”
Although the Cedarville
University team has yet to
place in the national competition, they won League
Runner-Up in 2004, as well
as individual awards in
three of four categories.
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When in Rome...
By Josh Moody
A&E EDITOR

“Are you not entertained?
Are you not entertained? Is
that not why you’re here?”
Thus shouted Maximus
to the coliseum crowd in
the 2000 hit film Gladiator. A valid question. When
I watched it, I felt he was
putting it to me as much as
to them. I was sitting there,
breath held, a smile of absorption, and elation inside
my head as the hero slew enemy after enemy…and suddenly the confrontation: was
I not entertained?
I was.
We’re turning into Rome,
people. Saw II. Doom. The
Fog. The Devil’s Rejects.
Land of the Dead. The cinema is our coliseum, actors are
our gladiators, and we, my
fellow Americans, are the audience, enjoying the violence,
the sex, the fear, and passing
judgment with a thumbs up.
Or a thumbs down.
“Eh, not as good as Kill
Bill, Vol. 1; there wasn’t as
much fighting. And the blood
looked fake.”
“I know, but I just
screamed when her eyeball
came out! We have to see it
again.”
Yes. We’re turning into
Rome.
Cedarville tries to stem
the rushing tide by restricting R-rated movies. Meh.
With respect, that doesn’t fix
the problem, it just throws a
spider web across the path.
The problem isn’t in what we
watch, it’s in why and how
we watch it. Or listen to it.
Or read it. Do we enjoy the
gore? The violence, the sex,
the crude but hilarious humor, the way we revel in fear
and nightmare? We can’t,
you know. We can’t let ourselves be like that. Someone

has to say no.
(God help me, I’m preaching with a log in my eye.)
I wonder why we put stuff
in our heads that we know
isn’t really healthy?
Will and Grace, Friends,
Ludacris, Beastie Boys,
Chuck Palahniuk. To name
a few. Yours are likely different. Is it bad to experience
these things? The Bible says
that if we walk in the ways
of the world, we will turn
into unsalty salt. Unchristian
Christians.
Or is it just a matter of
the meat sacrificed to idols,
permissible to some and not
others? After all, one can certainly extract the good, the
joyous, the knowledge from
these things, and not be influenced by the wrong aspects.
It’s possible...
I’d say the latter. An issue of individual permissibility. But I’d also say that
if your fists clench and your
pulse rushes at the thought
of possibly having to let go
of a favorite band, show, or
author, then its probably not
permissible for you, because
how can anyone see clearly if
they’re gripping so passionately?
Anyway. My point: The
question of acceptability cannot be “does it not entertain
us?” Rather, we should honestly ask, “How does it affect
me and my walk with God?”
Does it make me objectify
my fellow man? Do I love it
too much to give it up easily?
If our answers are in the affirmative…there’s a right eye
in need of speedy removal.
I’m sure that I’m preaching to the choir here. But
sometimes at Cedarville it
just smells a little too much
like teen spirit. I know it does
in my room…
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Rock Me, Amadeus,
or … Mortenson
By Jennifer Elgena
STAFF WRITER

Fantastic sounds rang
through the Jeremiah Chapel
on Monday, November 21,
as the Symphonic Band, led
by honorary guest conductor Dr. Russell Mikkelson,
performed their annual fall
semester concert. Joining the
Symphonic Band on the concert roster was an 11-member
piano ensemble led by Dr. David Mortenson, and performing pieces by Bach, Mozart,
Infante, and Moszkowski.
The symphonic concert
opened with the wonderfully
stimulating piece, “Under the
Double Eagle,” featuring a tremendous brass spotlight with
an electrifying tone. Student
director and senior trombone
major Aaron Carpenter led
the band in the second piece,
“Sound of the Bells,” adding
an oriental feel to the concert
with its chiming bells.
Dr. Russell Mikkelson,
the director of bands at Ohio
State University, then conducted two pieces: “Be Glad
Then, America” by William
Billings and “Chester–Overture for Band” by William
Shuman. “Chester–Overture
for Band” was especially suspenseful as the drums sounded and the flutes chirped in
unison to the off beats of the
dramatic notes.
“I think that it is both beneficial and exciting to have a
guest conductor come in and
work with our band,” stated
senior Courtney Potter, first
flute section leader. “It was
really great to work with Dr.
Mikkelson, especially on the
piece Chester. He added both

flavor and fun to playing this
piece.”
Next, Chet Jenkins, graduate of Cedarville and saxophone instructor, led the band
in “Candide!” by Lenard
Bernstein. This bubbly piece
entertained the audience nonstop with its upbeat tone, also
featuring flirtatious flute and
clarinet melodies. Next was
“Defying Gravity” by Steven
Reineke, calmly celebrating the birth of flight with its
soothing sounds and majestic
hum.
The last song of the concert
brought Mikkelson back to the
stage to conduct “Dance of the
Jesters” by Peter Tchaikovsky.
Sounding like something jesters really would dance to, the
piece was fun and fast, ending the concert on a high note
and leaving the audience feeling happy and entertained.
However, a surprise encore of
“Stars and Stripes,” featuring
junior Tasha Simons with a
dazzling piccolo solo, added a
patriotic ending to a fun filled,
truly entertaining evening.

Poetry in Our
Midst
American Life in Poetry is a weekly column
hosted by Ted Kooser, the 13th U.S. Poet Laureate, in
conjunction with The Poetry Foundation. It is freely
offered to newspapers around America and features
a different poem every week, preceded by a short
introduction by Kooser. According to the column’s
mission statement, “the sole mission of this project
is to promote poetry”. The following column is the
most recent offering.
American Life in Poetry: Column 035
by Ted Kooser, U.S. Poet Laureate
Massachusetts poet J. Lorraine Brown has used
an unusual image in “Tintype on the Pond, 1925.”
This poem, like many others, offers us a unique
experience, presented as a gift, for us to respond to
as we will. We need not ferret out a hidden message.
How many of us will recall this little scene the next
time we see ice skates or a Sunday-dinner roast?

Tintype on the Pond, 1925
Believe it or not,
the old woman said,
and I tried to picture it:
a girl,
the polished white ribs of a roast
tied to her boots with twine,
the twine coated with candle wax
so she could glide
uninterrupted
across the ice-my mother,
skating on bones.
Reprinted from “Eclipse” by permission of the
author. Poem copyright (c) 2004 by J. Lorraine
Brown. This weekly column is supported by The
Poetry Foundation, The Library of Congress, and the
Department of English at the University of Nebraska,
Lincoln. This column does not accept unsolicited
poetry.
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Entertainment Reviews
A Collision // David Crowder Band
Which are better, hymns or choruses? This question seems to ring
around Cedarville’s campus all the time. Every time I hear the argument,
it boils down to this: hymn lovers like the intellectual quality and tradition of hymns, and the chorus kids dig the music and emotional flavor of
choruses. What’s missing in most modern worship albums today is intellectual quality and artistic substance. The bar for excellence in modern
worship music seems to have lowered a great deal. In the face of this David Crowder Band releases A Collision, a modern worship album that contains the musical and artistic qualities that modern worship music should
have, and answers the emotional, experiential, and intellectual questions
about what worship truly is and how to lead it.
The album’s stated theme is, “When our depravity meets His divinity,
it is a beautiful collision.” The title song, “A Beautiful Collision” expresses
this theme most vibrantly and effectively. The album’s cover art, displaying a model of the atom, also expresses a coursing theme, explained in the
final track, “The Lark Ascending.” Crowder explains how the scientific
picture we have of the atom is flawed. While it gives us an idea of what
an atom is, real atoms don’t look or work like the diagram we’ve made
for them. Crowder compares this diagram to our worship experience. We
have an idea of what worship is, but it is just a poor model compared to
when we join Christ in all His glory. In the same track Crowder contem-

plates what art does and what its purpose is using an old poem by George
Meredith of the same title as the song, comparing the lark to art and artistic
worship. However, Crowder admits, “I don’t know who the Lark is.”
Surprisingly enough, one inspiration for the artistic side of this album is
Sufjan Stevens. A Collision includes a cover of Stevens’ song, “O God, Where
are You Now?” and many small instrumental moments with extremely long
titles (as Stevens himself is known to employ from time to time). The cover
is done well, and maintains the emotional aspect of the song while feeling
strangely eerie. DCB also records a cover of the country “hymn,” “I Saw the
Light,” made famous by the likes of Hank Williams Jr. and Johnny Cash. DCB
keeps the twang and southern charm of the song while adding a more contemplative conclusion. Alhough these two songs are tributes in a sense, their
central focus is the glory of God.
The album also contains other great songs: “Here is Our King,” with its
message of hope; “Be Lifted/Hope Rising,” with its dark alt-pop that transitions into bluegrass, “You are My Joy,” with its impressive musical bridge that
rises and falls back into the chorus; and “Come Awake,” with its elaborate
electronic sound. Overall, this album is the David Crowder Band’s most experimental, both musically and thematically, and is one of the best releases of
the year.

RENT
As Rent begins, I imagine every boyfriend in the audience leans
over to his girlfriend, furiously whispering, “Wait! Is this a musical?!”
Yes.
The Pulitzer prize-winning Broadway musical by Jonathan Larson is brought to fi lm by director Christopher Columbus. The basic
plot is as follows. Landlord Benny demands the rent from his former
friends and roommates, Mark and Roger. Mark has recently been
dumped by Maureen for a new lesbian lover, Joanne. Roger falls in
love with Mimi, Benny’s ex-mistress. Collins returns to town and
falls in love with the drag queen Angel. The friends fight, fall in
love, and become each other’s family in order to survive jobs, AIDS,
and rent.
Rosario Dawson’s (Sin City) driven performance as the drug addicted, stripper Mimi, carries much of the film. As the lesbian diva
Maureen, Idina Menzel’s role is a far cry from her family friendly
role as the Wicked Witch of the West in Wicked. Menzel’s real-life
husband, Taye Diggs (Equilibrium, Brown Sugar) plays antagonist
Benny so smoothly that he’s difficult to hate, and as Collins Law and
Order’s Jesse L. Martin smiles his way through the film so sincerely
that he ended up being one of the highlights.
Understandably trying to reach a wider audience, producers
made some major changes for the fi lm version, and Broadway fans
will sense something missing, while the average moviegoer probably won’t care. The movie is a beautiful collection of emotions,
encouraging the audience to invest in each of the characters through

flashbacks and montages, and it’s great to watch most of the original cast
return.
Rent promotes the message that “there’s no day but today,” revealing the characters’ lack of hope. Their desperate lives revolve around
dysfunctional relationships, squatting in empty buildings, and having a
good time, exemplified in the song “La Vie Boheme,” which promotes
every sort of sin under the sun. The movie does have a significant amount
of “content” (the Christian euphemism for sex, drugs, and rock ’n roll),
ranging from homosexual relationships to drug addiction to suicide.
Still, by constantly referencing the classic and current literature, films,
and lifestyles that defi ne America’s culture, the musical provides a perfect frame for the worldview of a generation that lives for the moment.
While it unfortunately glamorizes a homosexual lifestyle, among
other things, Rent directly confronts the overwhelmingly devastating effects of cocaine addiction, and strongly encourages complete acceptance
of those infected with HIV, a novel concept that we tend to apply to African children, not starving Greenwich Village artists infected through
drugs or sex. The character most immediately objectionable is Angel, an
HIV-infected, homosexual transvestite. Ironically, this character sets the
film’s most honorable example of making life count by investing in other
people, giving to those who don’t deserve it, and refusing to stereotype.
What Rent loses in content it strongly gains by revealing the questions the world asks about our culture—the questions Christians need to
be answering. Cue the pun: if you haven’t seen Rent, you’re overdue.

Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire
Harry Potter. You all know him. That skinny little kid with the messy
hair, round glasses, and lightning scar. He’s been around for years, and,
love him or hate him, he and the billion dollar industry that leeches off
of him are marching on. The latest film adaption, grossing over $229
million as of December 4, is a condensed retelling of the fourth Potter
book, Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire. I say condensed, and I mean
condensed. Granted, transforming a 700 page book into a feature length
film is not an easy chore, but the film’s plot is so fast and patchy that the
only way you’re going to understand what’s going on is if you’ve already
read the book. Even then you’ll be playing catch-up, trying to reconcile
the well-paced, detailed novel with the hopscotched version of the story
on the screen before you. Director Mike Newell (Mona Lisa Smile, Four
Weddings and a Funeral) seems to have done the best he could with the
scatterbrained script, but in the end, there’s only so much even the most
visionary director can do for an awkward story.
But maybe you don’t care so much about plot. Maybe you watch
movies for the great characterization. Yet again, “condensed” is the key
word. Familiar faces, such as the oily but much-loved Professor Snape,
get minimal screen time and zero introduction, so unless you’re already
familiar with the films, good luck trying to figure out who is who doing what to whom. Even the main characters Ron Weasley, Hermione
Granger, and Harry Potter himself are given little opportunity to develop
their characters, save for an extended ballroom sequence reminiscent of a
classic Disney movie moment. Mostly they just run around doing things
all over the place and saying very little. This is understandable, given the
aforementioned time constraints, but it seems to me that a movie should
do at least one thing well, and neither plot nor characters quite reached
the mark.

Yet, perhaps you’re thinking that the special effects will make this movie
worthwhile. Forget it. The CGI animation is generally cartoony, especially
with the appearances of the merpeople. Also, the newly-incarnate Dark Lord
Voldemort’s much anticipated revelation failed to impress, as the makeup
job on actor Ralph Fiennes (Schindler’s List, Red Dragon) was painfully…
fake. Instead of coming off as the most powerful dark wizard of all time, he
looked like an Addam’s Family reject, lacking even the famed red eyes from
the books.
However, all that said, I enjoyed the movie. I really did. Mostly because I’m
a diehard Potter fan, but there were many great moments in the film. Memorable. I almost cried at the death of one of the main characters, and got shivers
in my spine at Emma Watson’s perfect acting at the end of the ballroom scene.
The cinematography was brilliantly mood-oriented and the original humor of
the novel was skillfully translated.
In short, if you’re a Potter fan, you’re going to see it anyway. If you’re not,
I recommend that you pass it over.
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As if You Didn’t Already Know All of
These Sweet Christmas Facts:
Bethany Sibbitt
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

What do Sir Isaac Newton,
George Washington, Prohibition, Rudolf the red-nosed
reindeer, and Dido all have in
common? They all share significant yet distinct affiliations
with the month of December.
Across the Atlantic in 1642,
in the town of Lincolnshire,
England, Sir Isaac Newton
was born. He is responsible
for many of the universal laws
that you can’t live without
but would probably prefer not
learning about. Newton was
a world-renowned physicist,
mathematician,
astronomer,
inventor, philosopher, and alchemist. Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica,
his most noted publication,
described the laws of universal
gravitation and motion and laid
the foundation for the study of
classical methods.
December 25, 1776 should
hold a special place in the
hearts of any American history

buffs around campus. On this
day George Washington, commander-in-chief of the Continental Army, led his army in
the crossing of the Delaware
River. American forces then
proceeded to attack the Hessians in Trenton, NJ, effectively boosting the morale amongst
pro-independence colonists.
Social drinkers and alcoholics alike breathed a huge sigh
of relief in early December of
1933. On December 5, Congress ratified the 21st amendment of the US Constitution,
repealing the Prohibition on
alcohol consumption and distribution.
The Prohibition
movement was initiated in the
early nineteenth century by the
combined effort of temperance
societies across the country.
Although the intentions behind
the Prohibition were certainly
laudable, they failed to completely achieve sobriety and ultimately became a rather costly

endeavor. The loss of support
led to the 1933 ratification of
the Constitution.
“Rudolf the red-nosed reindeer/Had a very shiny nose…”
We’ve all heard and sung those
very words for years. But it
wasn’t until 1939 that everyone’s favorite Yuletide mammal made his national debut.
The story of Rudolf was written by Robert L. May for the
Montgomery Ward chain of
department stores. It was subsequently published as a book
to be distributed to children
around Christmastime.
There was no white f lag
above Dido’s door on December 25, 1971. A white diaper
around her bottom is a more
likely scenario. Born in London, Dido is of French descent
which is evidenced by her full
name Florian Cloud de Bounevialle Armstrong. She began
her career with a guest appearance on Eminem’s the Marshall

Mathers LP album. Her latest
CD, Life for Rent (2003), has
sold 8.5 million copies.
From scientists and heads
of state to cartoons and twenty-first century pop stars, December holds significance in
many areas of life, past and
present. Yet with all of this
historical trivia, we have to
be careful not to let the most
important historical event fall
by the wayside. In AD 1, another individual was born in
a rugged, brutal stable within
the walls of Bethlehem, half a
world away from Cedarville,
Ohio. This is the only real
historical event of any merit
attributed to December, for
without it, we have no reason
to celebrate anything. So celebrate – celebrate science and
politics, freedom and fictional
characters, art and entertainment, but most of all celebrate
the birth of the One who is the
epicenter of all festivity.

Lee,
You are the best roomie and friend
I could ever ask for!! Good times
with you never end--like: Fffrrrr Ffffrrrr Fffrrr… I love you so much!!
- Jackie McKeon
A shoutout to my favorite girl, Nicole Normandeau, from your hot
Jewish friend.
-Mike Anfang
Yeah, Danielle pretty much called
that one...
-Geoff Peck
The Mountain-esque Prince Fielder
sure does look as if he’s ready to
start bashing about 90 homers a
year.
-Daniel Servi
Bethany,
Congrats!
-Your next door neighbor and cider
date for life, Laura Shuneson
Thanks for the rescue! I love tea!
-Kristy Ronan
Ben Kouba is the BOMB!
-Nikki Carroll
Chuck Norris doesn’t put his pants
on one leg at a time. He roundhouse kicks into them.
-Dave Sizemore
To the Girls in Maddox 10,
Oompa Loompas rock my face off!
-Danielle
To The Barn Team,
Thanks for the sing-a-longs in the
van, games of duck-duck goose,
devouring cookies, and, most of all,
serving an amazing God together.
You all are incredible!
-Grace Bates

B A P T I S T
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[ FROM ITS EARLIEST DAYS, Baptist Bible Seminary has produced

trained leaders for Bible teaching churches and ministries all over the world. With
that foundation, BBS has emerged as a leader in the equipping of pastors, missionaries,
and educators. Each course of study at BBS is designed to provide excellence in
academic scholarship, to ignite a passion for God and people, and to teach effective
ministry methods for service. At the heart of that mission is a faculty committed to
excellence. Every full-time instructor has an earned doctorate in his teaching field
and has personal experience in pastoral ministry or missions. With an emphasis on
sound doctrine and leadership, BBS is committed to providing a life-changing seminary
experience in a convenient, accessible format.
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Let me tell ya, there might not be
many Seahawks fans here; but on
behalf of all the Washingtonians.
The Seahawks could beat the Bengals any day of the week.
- Matthew Dearden
Murphy RA’s are to me what lights
are to Christmas: not complete
without without them! I can’t wait
to celebrate a ‘hole’ new year with
you!!
-Kathryn Fowler
Rocks go “twirt” when you throw
them on the big frozen puddle.
-Rick Bricker
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Viewpoints

Public
Schools:

Katrina Clean-Up
Three Days on the Gulf Coast

Exit Strategy or
Missionary Calling?

Shortly after I came
here to Cedarville, hurricane Katrina hit the Gulf
Coast. Our university family was indeed very moved,
and when the call went out
for students to give up Fall
Break to travel to New Orleans to help with the recovery effort, I spent several
days wrestling with whether
or not to go and help. I knew
that the Bible calls us all to
help the poor and oppressed,
and I had a background in
missions (two trips during
high school to the Kayenta,
AZ Navajo Reservation),
so I knew somewhat of the
time and work involved in
a mission trip. I fi nally decided that I would go, and

so I was placed on a team
with 57 others that traveled
to Berean Bible Church.
Even on the way down,
we began to see damage
from high winds in Mississippi. When I stepped
out of the van in the church
parking lot, I could only see
a few lights in the distance
and a few scattered lights
on the other side of the
church. The glow normally
associated with a bustling
city was gone, replaced
with darkness and an eerie
semi-silence.
On our fi rst day of work,
we headed to Benjamin
Franklin High School, the
alma mater of the youth
pastor at Berean. When
we arrived, the fi rst thing I
noticed was, again, silence.
The area around the school
was a virtual ghost town:
eerily quiet and calm. The
football coach was the one
who had gotten the ball rolling on the project to clean
up the school. Charlie was
his name: a tough, seriouslooking ex-Marine. He put a
lot of us to work on the gym
and weight room floors.

When we walked in, there
were waves in the hardwood
floor, two or three feet off
the concrete; we discovered later that there was
still water standing beneath
the wood surface. I took
one look at the huge project
and thought, “We’re going
to be here a while.” As we
worked, however, Charlie
came in periodically and
commented on how fast
we were moving with such
little instruction from him.
I could tell he really had a
heart for the kids of Ben
Franklin, and that he was
genuine in his desire to get
the school back in shape; he
knew it was the best place
for the kids, and he wanted
them back. With all of the
gym crew working together,
we were done with the entire room (ripping out the
floor and bleachers) in two
and a half days.
When we were done I finally had a chance to walk
around the school to look
at what others had been
doing. On one side of the
school I came upon massive
piles of moldy books and

tivity…
2. Students may also participate in before or after
school events with religious content…
3. Teachers and administrators also are prohibited
from discouraging activity because of its religious
content and from soliciting or encouraging antireligious activity...
4. Public schools may not
provide religious instruction, but they may teach
about religion, including
the Bible or other scripture…
5. Students may express
their beliefs about religion in the form of
homework, artwork, and
other written and oral
assignments free of discrimination based on the
religious content of their
submissions…
6. Students have a right to
distribute religious literature to their schoolmates…
7. Schools enjoy substantial discretion to excuse
individual students from
lessons that are objectionable to the student or
the student’s parents on
religious or other conscientious grounds…”
These guidelines allow
for a myriad of rights. If a
parent can show a clear violation of these standards,
most administrators will
seek to remedy the situation. Schools will generally
do just about anything to
avoid the cost and publicity
of a lawsuit. However, many
Christians remain ignorant
of these rights and continue
to believe that they are per-

secuted by the public school
system.
James Dobson has even
hinted that Christian teachers should consider leaving the public schools. “In
some schools, you have to
be a member of the NEA
[National Education Association] in order to work
there,” he stated during a
2002 Focus on the Family
broadcast. “I don’t think
I’d work there…I couldn’t
be in an organization that’s
supporting that kind of antiChristian nonsense.”
It is true that teachers
cannot endorse a particular religious system in the
classroom setting. They
cannot even use religious
traditions to teach values.
But does this mean that
Christians must set their
beliefs aside when they
enter the school building?
Do Christian teachers have
to compartmentalize their
faith?
A person’s faith should
transcend their societal
role. Whether the role is
that of a teacher, parent,
church member, or citizen,
each person must fulfi ll
different responsibilities.
A teacher’s responsibility
is to educate in the public
school. This is their job, but
their faith is who they are.
At school, faith is manifested not in words but in setting a Christ-like example
to the students.
Fortunately, there are
a few Christians who refuse to abandon the public
school mission field. My
father, a graphic design
teacher with the New York
State vocational education

program, is one of these
teachers. Many of the students placed in his program
are castoffs from the general education classroom.
My dad takes time to help
students fi nd their niche in
graphic design and watches
them succeed in something
they love.
Kathleen, a former student, recalls, “Mr. Acker
is the kind of teacher that
students respect. He cares
about students’ lives and
what is going on in them,
he gives students a chance
to prove themselves, even
when others had written
them off.”
According to Melissa,
a senior in my dad’s class,
“[Mr. Acker] knows that
we’re all going to make it
out in the world.” Students
love my dad because he is
unlike most of their other
teachers. It is hard to fi nd a
teacher who loves students
unconditionally. My father
does, and it is his faith that
gives him this ability.
The greatest detriment
to the public school system
today is not its “secular
humanist agenda,” but the
lack of educators who show
Christ’s love and model
moral integrity, diligence,
and wisdom. In a world of
broken homes and media
saturation, Christian educators may be a child’s only
light. If Christians continue
to abandon the classrooms,
the board rooms, and the
NEA, we have only ourselves to blame for the
moral downfall of the public education system and
American society.

Daniel Zimmerman
STAFF WRITER

Amanda Acker
STAFF WRITER

Evangelicals have deserted the American public
education system. In June,
Dr. Al Mohler of Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary proposed a nationwide
“exit strategy,” exhorting
evangelicals to walk away
from the public schools.
Previous to this proposal,
retired Air Force General
T.C. Pinkney submitted a
similar resolution to the
Southern Baptist Convention, explaining that public
schools “must be [considered] in the United States
officially godless.” He concluded that this humanistic
philosophy “amounts to an
artificial compartmentalization of [the Christian’s]
life.” Joel Belz, editor of
World magazine, recently
referred to public education
as the “godless machine”
enslaving 90 percent of the
population.
Thousands in the evangelical community agree.
As soon as the phrase “secular humanist” is thrown
around, frightened parents
pull their children from the
school system. This is a
shame.
It is a shame that the students most likely to make
an impact on their teachers and peers are being removed from our schools. It
is a shame that Christian
educators and parents are
refusing to leave their mark
on the curriculum and in the
board rooms. It is a shame
that Christians have turned
America’s greatest mission
field into a platform for
martyrdom.
Many Christians like to
think that they are persecuted in the public schools.
The Christian press tends
to perpetuate this view. In
1998, however, President
Clinton directed his Secretary of Education, Richard
Riley, to send a letter to
every public school district
in America, detailing the
guidelines for religious expression in schools. Some
of the main points of this
letter read as follows:
1. “Students therefore have
the same right to engage
in individual or group
prayer and religious discussion during the school
day as they do to engage
in other comparable ac-
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furniture moved outside
by other hardworking students. By our second day of
work, parents and teachers
had begun to trickle in and
ask questions. Not only did
they ask who we were and
why we were there, leading
to many opportunities to
share the Gospel, but they
also asked what they could
do to help.
After we had fi nished, I
stepped back to look at what
we had done and fi nally realized how great an impact
Christian young people can
have when we come together and work to change the
world for Christ. During
our time of sharing and testimony before leaving the

school, I was truly humbled
by something Charlie told
our group. He said that he’d
seen Jesus in us those three
days. In us—dirty, sweaty,
cracked vessels into which
Christ poured living water
in order that it might be taken to others.
We defi nitely planted
many seeds in the hearts of
the staff of Ben Franklin,
most of whom are not believers, and it is my prayer that
others of us will heed the
call for future trips to New
Orleans and continue to water what has been planted,
that the Kingdom may be
advanced, all because God
chose to use some college
kids from Ohio.

Student Faces

James McClenahan
Sophomore, Pre-Seminary Bible Major

1. Who do you most admire and why?
My dad. He was my high
school science teacher
for four years. I watched
him in both the school
environment and at home,
and through his example
I learned how to relate to
people. I also saw how he’s
the same genuine person no
matter where he is.
2. Describe your most
embarrassing moment.
One time in high school, I
was walking down the hall
and one of my friends told
me to see if I could touch
the ceiling. So I jumped up
to try and touch it and he
pushed me from behind and
I fell flat on my face in front
of a bunch of people I didn’t
know. Everyone laughed.
Even me.
3. Describe your dream
date.
I’ve never really been on
a date, so I guess I don’t
know. It defi nitely wouldn’t
be awkward! It would
definitely involve food and
conversation that flows
easily. Also, I’d try to do
something unique, like…I
don’t know what. I’d think
of something.
4. What’s the best vacation you’ve ever been on?

My best vacations have
been to my grandparents’
house in Nebraska. We go
almost every single Christmas. They live in a town
of 333 people in the middle
of nowhere… and I love it.
It’s not a touristy place, but
I have so many memories
there.
5. If you could change one
thing about Cedarville,
what would it be?
Softer toilet paper.
6. What is the most recent
movie you watched and
loved, and why did you
love it?
Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory. Johnny Depp’s
really funny and I was with
some of my best friends, so
that made it a lot funnier.
7. What do you do to
relax?
Go for a drive. Eat Taco
Bell. Take a nap.
8. What are your pet
peeves?
Typographical errors.
When people chew with
their mouths open. People
who sit in the drivethrough when there’s like
ten cars and they could
just go inside and get their
food really fast instead of
waiting.

Compiled by Sara Eplin
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Reverse
Racism:
A Submission from the Antioch Record
JOSH AMSES
ANTIOCH STAFF WRITER

The recent topic of reverse
discrimination has been a hot
one ever since the queersonly invitational party in the
Queer Center. This is a tricky
issue. And being completely
uninformed about it doesn’t
help.
Coming from the perspective of a person who is
completely uninformed, I
have one question: why do
the uninvited parties care so
much? What is it exactly that
is so appealing about inserting yourself in a party or
situation that would be more
comfortable for the other
people involved if you would

Ask
Stella

just go away? I fail to see the
appeal. Reading the posts on
FirstClass was ludicrous. The
postings became progressively pettier as they went on.
Point, counterpoint. Why is
this such a serious issue for
people of a hetero-normative background? If a certain
group of people wants to have
their own space for an evening, where is the problem in
that?
The idea of reverse discrimination is silly. Yeah,
maybe it’s possible (not really), but not to any sort of
extent. Just because you are
excluded from a situation
not pertaining to you doesn’t
mean you are being discriminated against. If this situation

Facebook Fanatic
Dear FF,
Well, we are all thinking
it, so I am just gonna say it
– get a real life, with real
friends. I’m not a Facebook,
Xanga, Myspace basher
per se, but everything in
moderation, right? There’s
no shame in searching for
a sense of community, we
have been designed to crave
and thrive in a community,
but consider these internet
“communities” with me
for a minute. These communities are an alternate
universe; virtual reality at
best. They create community, yes, but I would argue
that these communities are
false. You want to be seen
and heard so that your
worth and value as a human
being, with your own personal thoughts, experiences
and style, can be validated.
You get a shallow, halfbaked experience when you
find this validation in comments and pokes. So my advice? Get off your stinkin’
computer and go talk to a
buddy down the hall; join
an organization or ministry
where you can contribute,;
get a job; or do homework.
Get out. Live. Community
will find you.
—Send your questions and
concerns to the Cedars email account. Just put “Ask
Stella” in the subject line.

the United States prison and
judicial systems, marriage
rights for homosexual couples, and on and on. The Internet is a good resource.
Compare the situation of
someone in a minority group
to someone outside of it. I
would love to hear a story of
how a member of
the majority had
if a group of people been discriminated
against.
who are normally Mail it in. I invite
discriminated against want you. We’ll publish it in the next
to have a party in a situa- issue, a full page
tion that makes them com- of heterosexual,
Caucasian tales of
fortable, there is no reason unfairness. “One
they shouldn’t be able to. time the cops
took my weed;”

“

Everyone’s A Little Bit Racist

CEDARS ADVICE COLUMN

Dear Stella,
I am addicted to Facebook. I check it when I wake
up, again before chapel,
and I sometimes spend several hours in the afternoon
just linking from friend to
friend. I am embarrassed
and annoyed. It steals time.
Help me. Please help me.

threatens you in some way,
perhaps you are a sensitive
person. Perhaps you feel you
are a victim. Perhaps you
should filter your sensitivity
into something productive.
Try researching examples of
real discrimination, such as
the job market in America,

JOSH MOODY
A&E EDITOR

Ah, prejudice.
An evil so visible when it
occurs in the traditional outlets—whites against blacks,
men against women, straights
against gays.
The powerful majority
against the oppressed minority.
We can see it so easily because we’re watching for it.
It’s been the way of things for
so long here in America that
we—one of the first new generations to fight for a world
without jaundiced eyes—have
gone witch hunting. I personally believe we’re watching for
prejudice too closely, that we
need to just lighten up a bit, but
that’s not the real purpose of
this piece.
The purpose of this piece
is to offer my perspective on a
phenomenon not quite so visible as traditional prejudice but
nonetheless real and equally
dirty: reverse prejudice.
My definition, so we’re all
on the same page: reverse prejudice—a negative bias of a minority against a suppressive or
previously suppressive majority, based on the same inherent
differences which caused the
majority’s original prejudice.
For instance, I’ve observed
that in America today, there are
some blacks who look down
on whites in the same way that
most whites used to look down
on blacks. (And please forgive
any political incorrectness, but
I don’t believe in being “correct.” I think ultimately it only
feeds the “othering” it claims
to destroy.)
But as I was saying, there
are some blacks today who

view whites as a weak, sexually bland, soon-to-be-obsolete race. Among other things.
I’ve met them. Though the
“black power” movement really peaked in the 1960s, it’s
still alive in the minds of some
today. And it’s just as wrong
as traditional white-to-black
bigotry. Just as ignorant, just as
hateful. A classic example of
reverse prejudice.
But on the other hand, I
believe that we often label reverse prejudice where it does
not exist.
Picture this: a group of
Irish college students decide
that they want to throw an
“Irish party.” Anything goes,
there’s just one rule: everyone
present has to be Irish. No
other races allowed. A time of
dancing jigs, drinking Guinness, and singing songs about
the homeland. With only fellow Irishmen. Would you
say this displays a prejudice
against non-Irish races? Or is it
a mere expression of a unique
cultural membership apart
from any commingling with
mainstream society?
I guess the real question
would be: is exclusivity necessarily the same thing as prejudice?
A real-world case in point
is the recent exclusively homosexual party held on Antioch’s campus. Debate has
ensued among the students as
to whether it constituted reverse prejudice. Was it an antistraight statement? I fail to see
that it necessarily was. I think
it could be more accurately defined as discrimination rather
than prejudice.
Prejudice. Discrimination.
There is a difference. Prejudice
may be behind a discrimination, but then it may not. If a
captain picks the tallest, strongest kids for his team, he is not
prejudiced against the smaller
ones. He just knows that for his
purposes, he needs the bigger
kids. It’s discrimination for a
functional reason.
Does a queer-only party
have prejudice behind it? Some

at Antioch have analogized
(hoping to prove the reverse
would be true) that to hold a
“straight-only” party would be
undeniably prejudiced.
However, I see a marked
difference between the two
cases: that of culture. Queers
have a distinctly queer culture. Straights have no distinct
culture. This is because gays
have been, and often still are,
viewed by many people as an
aberration, a stray from the
norm, and so they’ve been
forced to say, “forget mainstream society: let’s make our
own world.”
And they have successfully
done so. The queer community
is as culturally unique as the
Jewish community or the deaf
community. Or the Irish. But
there is no straight culture in
America, any more than there
is a white culture. It would
therefore be ludicrous to have a
party celebrating straightness,
and would inherently imply
that straightness is superior.
A queer party does not inherently imply the same. See,
straights are free to be fully
straight in almost every social
venue. But many queers do not
feel this freedom. Many feel
that they are only free and understood amongst themselves.
Why can’t they seek this freedom amongst themselves,
away from those who might
not fully understand or identify with them?
They can.
Prejudices of all kinds exist
in this country, and they always
will. Sometimes we need to
rise up and stamp it out firmly.
Other times, we just need to
chill. To quote the Bradway
musical Avenue Q, “everyone’s
a little bit racist.” Or sexist or
classist or xenophobic. My advice: let’s use some common
sense, lighten up, stop being
so politically correct, and then
maybe we won’t get so easily
offended. And in our determination to have our almighty
rights perfectly respected, let’s
not lose sight of the call to love
our neighbors as ourselves.

“People don’t like the amount
of money my parents make;”
and of course, “I didn’t get
invited to that party in the
Queer Center.”
In situations involving reverse discrimination, people
really seem to like throwing
around the phrase “discrimination is discrimination,
man.” No it’s not. This is an
ignorant assertion. If you
are in a position of power, it
is possible for people to discriminate against you, because in the end, you will still
ultimately be in a position
of power. There it is. Simple
enough to grasp.
Coming from my completely uninformed background, I would like to end

by saying that if a group of
people who are normally
discriminated against want
to have a party in a situation
that makes them comfortable, there is no reason they
shouldn’t be able to. I have
trouble seeing the problem
with this. Discrimination
has been going on forever,
between every conceivable
group of people. It is not
something that is going to be
easily changed. It is something people suffer from every day.
The term reverse discrimination is the kind of loaded
phrase that conservative talk
show hosts use to combat affirmative action. Do you want
to be in that boat? I don’t.

Student Faces

Lauren Jones
Junior, English Major

1. Who do you most admire and why?
Albert Einstein, because
he was the scientist of his
day and he also professed a
belief in God. Even though
he was at the head of the
scientific community, he
still wasn’t afraid to say that
the universe couldn’t exist
without God.
2. Describe your most
embarrassing moment.
In high school, during my
Advanced Biology final, I
was sitting on my leg and it
fell asleep. When I stood up
to turn in my exam, I collapsed on the floor because
my leg was asleep, in front
of my entire class…and the
teacher.
3. Describe your dream
date.
Going to a concert and feeling free to just be myself
and not have to worry
about acting a certain way.
I’d want to be crazy and
wild and have a good time.
Afterwards, we’d just do
whatever we felt like. No
specific plans.

so neat being somewhere
that people have been for
thousands of years. There’s
so much history there.
5. If you could change one
thing about Cedarville,
what would it be?
I’d change mandatory chapel attendance. I think that
you shouldn’t be forced to
worship God. You should
want to do that on your
own, instead of being coerced. It should be from the
heart, not forced.
6. What is the most recent
movie you loved, and why
did you love it?
The Boondock Saints. I like
what it represents. I guess
lots of us want to get out
there and fight for God,
and most of us never get to
do that, so it’s fun to watch
it happen in a movie.
7. What do you do to
relax?
When I’m at home, I usually just take a hot bath...
with candles. Here, I work
out or curl up in bed with a
cup of tea.

4. What’s the best vaca8. What are your pet
tion you’ve ever been on?
peeves?
Greece. I went to Crete. It’s Gossiping.
so beautiful and ancient. It’s
Compiled by Sara Eplin
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The Evolution Debate

The Profs of Central State University Give a Secular Perspective
— CSU GOLD TORCH
REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION

Tuesday, May 31, 2005
Charles Darwin continues to ignite controversy
morn than a century after
his death. Professors and
students alike debate Darwin’s theory of evolution.
These are excerpts from
a recent Internet debate
among faculty.
The debate started when
a faculty member questioned
why some scientists accept
that role of an “intelligent
designer” in the emergence
of modern devices—such
as the camcorder, for example—yet do not accept
the role of an “intelligent
designer” in the emergence
of human life.

Professor
Victor O. Aimiuwu
I always fi nd this argument unnecessary. Let us
go back to the Beginning.
The two views of Creation
are not mutually exclusive:
whether the universe was
created from an explosion
of a primordial bundle of
energy (The Big Bang) or
the Biblical version of “Let
there be light!” both agree
that energy was there at creation. How do we account
for this Original Energy?

Professor Jeffrey
Crawford

I guess I don’t see the
questions of mutual exclusivity or of agreement. I think
that the various versions of
the Big Bang that qualify
as science and the Biblical
Professor Joe Ross
account(s) of creation are
The history of the de- in such totally different lanvelopment of the camcorder guages that either exclusivity
supports rather than contra- or agreement isn’t an option.
dicts the theory of evolution.
The camcorder is an amalgaI might be trying to sell
mation of many technologies some “funny” merchandise
that evolved and mutated here, but in the text “and God
(Many of the advances in the said ‘Let there be light’ and
history of camcorders were there was light” it is hard for
not deliberate.) over several me to see how the folks who
centuries. As a result, there wrote that could be taken as
are many camcorder fossils meaning the same thing by
located in various museums ‘light’ as the folks who talk
including the Smithsonian about what time, space, matter, and energy had to be (or
around the world.
Thus, the current state of might have been) like at 10 to
the camcorder is analogous the minus 43rd of a second
to the situation surrounding after the Big Bang … It just
Homo sapiens (humans). doesn’t seem to me that peoThat is, over time there were ple saying the word “light” in
many changes that led to the two different frameworks
more successful versions of are talking about “the same
both. The versions that were thing” i.e. energy.
not successful are well represented in the fossil record.
This is true of both the cam- Professor Lee Ingham
corder and humans.
I think it is possible (and
maybe even probable) that
Professor Mike Gormley the two references to “light”
It probably doesn’t could be similar or synonymake sense to stand in the mous, but they were cermiddle of a duel, but I will tainly contextual. The early
understanding was limited to
proceed anyway.
what was known (believed)
Let’s fi rst acknowledge then and now that we have
that many people of faith evolved, we say what our best
including many Christians understanding is. You know
accept the theory of evolu- we can’t step in the same rivtion, as easily as they accept er twice, so we make a step
Genesis. For these people, and then another as the evothere is no conflict between lutionary process continues.
science and faith.
Perhaps, that was the best
The process of evolu- science at that time. Ptolemy
tion is “vastly complex.” was replaced? by CoperniIt seems to be the work of cus, not without a big fight.
an “intelligent designer.” I
So maybe, just maybe,
believe most scientists see if the debate continues, we
it this way. You can believe might learn more and let the
in the scientific record and chips fall where they may.
still believe in God.
A luta continua, or in other
As far as education is words, “the beat goes on?
concerned, I believe that
evolution should be taught
in public schools. You may Dr Rebecca Ertel
consider it a fact or simply
I fi nd it far more sena theory. Either way, evolu- sible to maintain in public
tion comes out of the world policy and public schools
of science.
the reasoning and results of
I do not believe that cre- the science that brought us
ationism should be taught the lowly camcorder than to
in public schools. You may interject some form of the
consider it a fact or simply myriad faiths that, while
a theory. Either way, cre- bringing comfort to many,
ationism comes out of the have also brought so much
world of faith
conflict and division among

the peoples of the world.
You may argue that intelligent design is theory not
faith. If so, it is a theory that
has sprung from faith and
leads quickly back to faith.
Are you not even now quoting the book of your faith,
the Bible, in support of it?
I may be a fool, but I am
not foolish enough to believe that the move to teach
intelligent design in our
schools is not ultimately a
move to preach faith in our
schools.

Pick up the next issue of
CEDARS to see a reply
by Cedarville faculty and
administration!
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Jacket Ballers
Women’s Basketball: Tough at the Top
Rebound Quickly
By Richie Reeder

around win for Cedarville
as Brittany Smart dished out
It’s always tough being 9 assists, Emily Delimpo
at the top. Everyone is gun- brought down 8 rebounds,
ning for you, the pressure of
a letdown is high, and if you
don’t bring your “A Game,”
you’re sunk. Being at the
top is something the Lady
Jacket basketball team is
used to. With three consecutive conference titles and
three straight NAIA Division II National Tournament
appearances,
Cedarville
women’s basketball coach
Kirk Martin is creating a
legacy. With several close
and challenging games already under their belt this
season, the women seemed
poised for another run at a
national title.
On November 18, the
Lady Jackets took out Daemen 88-58 for their fourth
win in a row. The game
didn’t get out of hand until
the Lady Jackets went on a
22-2 run midway through
the second half to go up
by 30 points. It was an allCONTRIBUTING WRITER

By Ryan Short
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Basketball season has
finally begun here at Cedarville and the Jackets have
resumed their winning ways
after a slow start. After the
first two weeks of the season, the men’s basketball
team possesses a respectable
3-1 record. After dropping
a close game to nationally
ranked Embry Riddle in the
first game of the 2005-2006
season, the Jackets rebounded with three consecutive
double-digit victories.
In the season opener, the
Jackets came out of the gates
surprisingly quick, considering Embry Riddle had already played four games prior to the match-up of NAIA
powerhouses. Building a
15-point lead in the first half,
the game turned around on
one debatable whistle. While
on a fast break, an alley
oop was thrown to Mugabe
Thomas who, while attempting to dunk the ball, pulled
the rim down. The ball didn’t
go through clean, but he still
made the basket.
However, one of the three
officials on the court thought
that Thomas had hung on
the rim too long. This official called a technical foul,
resulting in no basket for the
Jackets and two free throws
and the ball for Embry
Riddle. Not only was this
single possession a five point
swing, it was also a shift in
momentum that Cedarville
could not recover from. By
no means did one “poor” call
cost the Jackets the game.
They struggled all night,
shooting a dismal 35 percent
from the field and a bleak 42
percent from the foul line.

The tough loss on Friday
night spelled trouble for the
unsuspecting Indiana Tech
Warriors on Saturday night.
The Jackets used a fast start
and tough defense to put away
the Warriors early. Mugabe
Thomas, with 18 points
and 13 rebounds, and Ryan
Short, with 25 points and 10
rebounds, each recorded a
double-double. Thomas led
the nation in that category
last season. The highlight of
the evening, however, was
an explosive baseline jam by
Daniel Rose.
St. Vincent, predicted to
win the AMC North division, traveled to Cedarville
last Friday for a match-up
of league powers. Mugabe
Thomas posted career highs
of 30 points and 20 rebounds
in his domination of the
overmatched Bearcats. Guy
Rathmell posted 20 points
in his annual exploitation
of St. Vincent. In anchoring
the Jackets’ defense, Daniel
Rose recorded six blocked
shots, to the glee of the student section. Drew Borton
contributed 13 points to the
cause as the Jackets ran the
Bearcats out of the gym, 8257.
Seton Hill, ranked 12th in
NAIA division II basketball,
faced the 5th ranked Jackets
on Saturday night. After a
drab first half, the Jackets
found themselves behind 3831. Coming out of the locker
room with a new fire for the
game, the Jackets rattled
off 17 unanswered points.
The Griffins of Seton Hill
could never recover. Mugabe
Thomas again showed why
he is one of the best players in the nation, netting 23
points and 15 rebounds for
his third straight double-

double. Ryan Short added 22
and 9. Eric Leininger stroked
3 of 6 from the three-point
arc for 11 points to help the
Jackets to a 75-61 victory.
In the first two weeks of
the season, the men’s basketball team has shown great
potential. As the year progresses, the Jackets hope to
add to their success by fearlessly giving it their all every night. By working hard
and improving every day in
practice as if working for
the Lord and not for men,
the players know they honor
God. They pray that the benefits of good practice habits,
humility, and character will
show during games so they
can be a light for Christ in
this dark world.
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Ray James prepares to turn in and drive.

Karah Walton had four
The ladies hit the road
steals, and Mary Stockdale again on November 22 holdadded depth off the bench ing on to a solid 5-1 mark
with 8 points.
as they headed into Canton, Ohio to battle the 1-3
Pioneers of Malone. While
many thought Cedarville
might easily coast to victory, it took all 40 minutes
of this contest for the Lady
Jackets to secure a close win
93-89. The Lady Jackets
moved to 1-0 in the AMC
South Division as Karah
Walton scored a career high
25 points while nailing all
five of her three-point attempts.
On November 29, Cedarville landed their fi rst AMC
home victory against the
Redwomen of Rio Grande
as they pulled away in the
second half 89-71. Brittany Smart tallied 27 points
and 10 rebounds leading the
Lady Jackets to their sixth
straight win.
On December 2, the
Lady Jackets were upset on
the road in the fi rst round
of the Georgetown Classic by NAIA Division I #8
J. WILCOX | CEDARS
Georgetown College 97-93.
Despite a loss that moved
the Lady Jackets to 7-2
overall, they got a tremendous effort from shooting
guard, Brittany Smart, who
was 12 of 22 from the field
with five 3-pointers and a
total of 35 points.
All Yellow Jacket starters played at least 31 minutes in the game as the
placing 23rd in 26:39.
Georgetown bench outAs the team regained scored Cedarville’s bench
their confidence, they pre- 45 to 2. The Jackets then
pared for the NAIA Cham- moved on to play unranked
pionship race. This would NAIA Division I Lindsey
be the last college cross Wilson in the consolation
country race for seniors game last Saturday.
Campbell, Hall and Ben
The women will travel
Shroyer. “Going into the to nearby Central State at
race I just knew God was 2:00 p.m. this Saturday,
the one making my sea- December 17, then have a
son unfold the way it did, nice break in the action unand whatever happened til they travel to California
on the course belonged for The Master’s Challenge
to Him and not me,” said where they’ll take on The
Campbell. Shroyer added, Masters College and Fresno
“I didn’t really worry too Pacific on December 29 and
much about it because I 30.
wanted my last race to be
With much of the seafun.”
son remaining, the Jackets
The seniors represented have already proven they’re
well, all running under one of the premier teams in
27:15. Campbell led the the nation. Every day that
way in 26:01 and finished passes is one step closer to
82nd out of 261 competi- the hope of a national title,
tors. Gutierrez finished but they know that when
103rd in 26:19 and Herbert you’re everyone’s target,
105th in 26:19. Pittman each game will be tough.
came in close behind to fin- It’s tough being at the top…
ish 111th in 26:24, and Hall and the Lady Jackets are up
finished in 115th place in to the challenge.
26:26. Siebert and Shroyer
finished out the top seven
by placing 169th and 195th rebuild the high standard
with times of 26:53 and of leadership set by Camp27:12, respectively.
bell, Hall, and Shroyer.
Campbell
mentioned
Shroyer gave credit
that there is an enormous to the returning runners.
amount of team potential “Don’t mistake thinking
for the coming years. With our team will deter due
all three seniors in the top to losing three seniors beseven, the Jackets will cause the underclassmen
need the remaining team have been pushing us all
members to step up and year long.”

Seniors Set the
Standard at
Nationals
By Brian Klay
STAFF WRITER

With just two races left
in the cross country season, the Cedarville University men’s year seems to
have f lown by faster than
the lead pack at the New
York City Marathon. Back
in September when the
team was still establishing
itself, Coach Orchard said,
“we are optimistic that we
will be running even better
at the start of November.”
After struggling to a
fourth place finish in the
AMC Championship race
in Portsmouth, Ohio, the
men needed the NAIA
raters to show them some
love and vote them into the
28-team field. Fortunately,
the raters were confident
that Cedarville was still a
qualified team.
With Dan Campbell
back leading the team, Cedarville placed 3rd out of
23 teams at NCCAA Nationals, finishing behind
NAIA-ranked Malone and
Indiana Wesleyan. Campbell finished in 25:41, 9th
out of 154 competitors to
receive All-American honors while Bryan Pittman
ran a personal record time
of 26:09 to place 17th. Justin Gutierrez placed 20th
in 26:21, Jordan Seibert
came in 22nd with a time
of 26:32, and Kevin Hall
rounded out the top five by
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Another Instant Classic: OSU-Michigan
By Aaron Sweigard
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

J. WILCOX | CEDARS

Two ladies set up for the big block.

UNSTOPPABLE

The annual Ohio State
versus Michigan game is always anticipated nationally,
especially by Ohio and Michigan natives. It is considered by
most football gurus as the best
rivalry in all of football, not
just college football.
Other major college football rivalries include Florida-Florida State, AlabamaAuburn, USC-UCLA, and
Army-Navy. However, none
of these rivalries combine the
overall history (107 meetings)
and annual significance of the
OSU-Michigan game.
Here are a few impressive
statistics about the rivalry. At
least one team has been ranked
in the final top ten every year
since 1987. Only once since
1967 has either team had a
losing record (OSU in 1988).
Both teams have combined for
thirteen straight Rose Bowls
from 1968-1980. And only
once since 1967 has neither
OSU nor Michigan finished
first or second in the final Big
Ten rankings.
Michigan has won 695
victories in the 20th century, compared to OSU’s 671.

That’s a combined 1,366 wins
between the two teams. The
only other rivalry that comes
close to this kind of tradition
is the annual Alabama-Auburn battle. Alabama has 713
wins to Auburn’s 579, for a
total of 1,292 total victories.
This total combines for 74 less
wins than the OSU-Michigan
rivalry. So, in my opinion, the
OSU-Michigan game is the
best in football, and maybe
in all of sports; the numbers
don’t lie.
Coming into the 2005 season, Ohio State and Michigan
both had national title aspirations. Ohio State lost a heartbreaker 25-22 in the horseshoe (OSU’s home stadium)
to Texas in a game they probably should have won. They
also had a gut-wrenching defeat to Penn State in Happy
Valley, Pennsylvania, losing
by a touchdown 17-10.
Michigan lost three close
contests at home to Notre
Dame, Wisconsin, and Minnesota during the season.
However, they did hand Penn
State their lone defeat of the
season 27-25. OSU and Michigan were amped for the game
on November 19 as both teams

were pursuing the Big Ten title. OSU needed a victory to
share the Big Ten title, while
Michigan needed a win and a
Penn State loss for a piece of
first place.
As for the contest, Ohio
State marched down the field
on their first possession and
scored a touchdown, taking a
6-0 lead. Ohio State stopped
Michigan on consecutive possessions and made two field
goals in their ensuing possessions to go ahead 12-0. OSU
was firmly in command with
only a few minutes left in the
first half when backup running
back Maurice Wells fumbled
the ball at his own 20, giving
Michigan a chance to strike.
Michigan took full advantage
of the turnover and scored a
touchdown to pull within five
at the half.
Michigan scored two
touchdowns and led 21-12
going into the fourth quarter.
OSU pulled within two after
a touchdown and then forced
Michigan to punt with only
4:18 remaining. OSU started
the drive on their own 12-yard
line and marched 88 yards
for the game-winning touchdown. Despite two turnovers,

a missed extra point and field
goal, and poor special teams
play, OSU was still able to win
dramatically, 25-21.
Smith threw for a career
high 300 yards and a touchdown and also ran for a score.
During the game-winning
drive, Smith had some fantastic plays that ultimately pulled
out the contest for the Buckeyes. Smith eluded a sack with
his quick feet to complete a 26
yard pass to Anthony Gonzalez, which set up the gamewinning three-yard touchdown run by tailback Antonio
Pittman.
“Troy was a difference
maker out there.” Santonio
Holmes said, “I just think we
wanted it more than those
guys.”
“That game was one of my
favorite games of all time,”
said Cedarville Junior Andrew Sweigard. “I was so
nervous, but it elevated me
to glorious heights in the last
seven minutes. Troy Smith is
[Michigan’s] daddy.”
I am glad I had the opportunity to witness one of
the greatest comebacks in the
historic OSU versus Michigan
rivalry.

By Phil Buben
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Although the four national matches in San
Diego didn’t quite meet
expectations, the Lady
Jackets volleyball team
contended for an impressive season, finishing 45-6.
Yet, the real excitement lies
in the story of just getting
there. Entering the regional
match in Latrobe, PA, the
44-2 Jackets had already
culminated an impressive
record-setting season, winning the region IX qualifying spot in the AMC south,
set to face their nemesis,
Mt. Vernon University.
The victor would have the
opportunity to play for the
national title in San Diego
November 30.
Both teams played impressively, adding to the
intensity of the event.
However, the Jackets found
themselves down 0-2 and
vividly reminded of the October 1 match-up in which
the Jackets came back from
a 0-2 deficit to win 15-13
in the tiebreaker. But the
fourteen member squad
under Coach Teresa Clark
once again refused to die.
Led by Julia Bradley
and Sarah Zeltman, who
combined for 50 kills, the
Jackets made a dramatic
comeback, winning the
next two games and the
tie breaker 30-27, 30-18,
15-13, leaving Mt. Vernon
staggering. Erica Paugh
and Libby Short summed
up the team’s feelings after
the victory; “We feel like
our win against Mt. Vernon
was a dream, and it was all
God.”
This unprecedented success was only a capstone of

an outstanding season. No
record is safe. The Jackets
continue their two year
streak of 38 consecutive
home victories. They are
undefeated in the AMC
south, boasting their first
ever NCCAA and AMC
tournament championships,
not to mention holding the
all-time school record for
victories in a season. As individuals and a team, these
ladies have been blessed.
“God has brought so
much talent to our team and
really every accomplishment this year was given to
us by God,” freshman Cari
Greetham said.
Outside of their domination on the court, the
only greater impression the
Jackets have left is their
courageous
testimony.
Coach Teresa Clark explains their mindset: “Our
theme from the beginning
of the season was to focus
to play for the glory and joy
of the Lord.”
The Lady Jackets’ ministry has reached out with
the gospel of Christ to everyone they have encountered, including referees,
opponents, those suffering
from hurricane devastation,
and the Costa Rican people.
“The part that never makes
the headlines is how God
works behind the scenes.
This season has truly been
one blessing after another,”
concludes Sarah Zeltman.
Miracles do happen in
volleyball, through dedication and teamwork. The
Cedarville Yellow Jacket
volleyball team will continue to stay at the forefront
of success.
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Luke Marietta winds up for a punt against Ohio Dominican.

A SEASON TO REMEMBER
By Richie Reeder
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

This Yellow Jacket soccer team had something
special this fall season.
Everybody in the stands
knew it, and each player
on the field showed it.
This year’s squad hails as
one of the best teams ever
in Cedarville soccer history. Finishing the season
with a 15-4-1 record, one
win shy of tying the alltime school record, the
men earned a ranking of
26 in the nation in the final NAIA poll.
The final stretch of
post-season play was intense for the Yellow Jackets as they stormed past
the Panthers of Ohio Dominican with a 2-1 overtime victory at home in the
AMC qualifying tourna-

ment on November 5. Cedarville’s season came to
an end after a hard-fought
2-1 loss to Notre Dame at
the NAIA Region IX Final
Four held at Rio Grande
on November 11.
The Jackets come-frombehind win over Ohio Dominican was extra special
as the men got revenge for
a 2-1 road loss at ODU earlier in the season. A spectacular goal was scored by
Phil Shimer, who found
the back of the net while
lying completely horizontal on the ground.
The goal got the Jackets on the board, 1-1. The
game winner was then
headed in by Ken Davis
only three minutes into the
overtime period. The 725
fans in attendance went
wild as they stormed the
field in celebration. What
a way to end the season at

home!
With a star-studded
lineup and celebrated
coach Ben Bellemen, it’s
hard to pinpoint the one
specific ingredient that
made the Jackets’ season
such a success. Take a look
at the defense led by Elliot
Moore, Ryan Stutzman,
Tyler Schumacher, and
three-time AMC Defensive
Player of the Week Luke
Marietta. The Jackets only
gave up 17 goals all season
while scoring 51.
The offense was anchored by senior Justin
Benz, whose team high
of 13 goals included four
game-winners. Playmakers Jesse Fox and Ken Davis scored six goals apiece
while leading the squad
in assists with 10 and 9
respectively. It was this
amazing combination of
stingy defense and timely

offensive explosion that
helped the Jackets in their
winning streaks of five
(Oct 21 – Nov 5) and six
(Sep 23 – Oct 8) games in
the middle of the season.
Finishing in second
place in the AMC South
Division with a conference
record of 6-2, the Yellow
Jackets averaged 630 fans
per home contest, by far
the best in the conference.
Undoubtedly a cohesive
unit, the Yellow Jackets
will now begin a competitive indoor soccer league
while refining their skills
for next fall. There is no
off-season for champions.
With post-season honors
waiting to be bestowed,
there is no doubt the Yellow Jacket squad, as well
as several individual players, will be awarded for
their part in this season to
remember!
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Dan Lagan gets a call from a girl approx. every 4.83
hours. What a ladies man.
-His roomate Josh Gigliotti

SPORTS

The quickest way to a man’s heart is with Chuck Norris’s fist.
-Dave Sizemore
Do deer EVER say goodbye nicely?
-Cameron Arch’s Honda Civic

Oragami... It’s like math, only with paper and flapping birds instead of pencils and integrals.
-Mordecai Veldt

Sara Eplin is my hero!
-Nelle Sepam

Random Christmas lights make my life happy! Thank
you to whoever gave them to me.
-Lisa Daxer

N’sync and I would like to wish you a Merry Christmas and Happy Holidays!!!
-Katherine Lippman

To My Writers: QUIT SPLICING YOUR COMMAS!
-The News Editor (Joe Dugan)

To my favorite Cuban,
Thanks for being amazing, even if you don’t believe
me about the dead kangaroo.
-Pocahontas

We love you Sarah Sweigard and will miss you like
crazy. Always remember, we’ve got your back!
-Lauren, Brittany, Hannah
The chief export of Chuck Norris is pain.
-Dave Sizemore
Dearest, loveliest Melisma,
“It is a truth universally acknowledged, that a single
man in possession of a good fortune must be in
want of a wife.”
-Smiley Kate Klein
Jagshemash!! I amnot go to cedarville but I like you
do you like me? US and A! US and A!
-Borat Sagdiyev
Ronni,
Everything else will be overrated!
-Harrison
Sam is the ugliest dog ever.
-Ragen Horst
Carr 1 & 2,
Yo, yo, yo. “Ghetto Clause” is alive and well!
-Jack Legg

KT Fickes,
Resist the DOLT!
-Young Shuneson
What’s next, Adam? Shrink 4 feet and become a
Muslim Christmas elf?
-The Amish Pirate
Let it be known that I David Snow am placing a curse
on the Cincinnati Reds for trading Sean Casey. They
will never again win the world series as long as I am
alive!!!
-Dave Snow
Rondi and Jules,
You guys are going to be missed next semester like
WHOA! I love you!
-Jamee
Chuck Norris uses all seven letters in Scrabble... Every
turn.
-Dave Sizemore
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JACKETS’ SCHEDULE
CU Basketball December Schedule
Men’s Basketball
10-Dec SHAWNEE STATE
20-Dec HUNTINGTON

Cedarville
Cedarville

7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

Women’s Basketball
10-Dec SHAWNEE STATE
Cedarville
17-Dec Central State
Wilberforce
The Master’s Chal- Santa Clarita, CA
lenge
29-Dec Master’s
30-Dec Fresno Pacific

5:30 p.m.
2:00 p.m.

6:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.

Cont’d from XC, front page
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les was also named to the
All-American team, finishing 14th in 18:41. Christina
Reyes (18:52) and Brittany
Simpson (18:59) sprinted
through the course not far
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try team stepped up to the
starting line of yet another
big race—this time for the
NAIA National Championship held in Louisville,
Kentucky. The Jackets
did not disappoint,
as
Christina
Reyes
tore
across
the
finish in a
season-best
18:28 to receive
28th
place as well
as the prestigious title of
NAIA
AllAmerican for
her
second
consecutive
year.
J. MARTZ | SUBMITTED
Senior coCaptain Sarbehind, placing 17th and ah Bailey and Samantha
18th respectively. Stacey Maat (who finished 37th in
Keller followed, finishing 18:43) were recognized as
in 19:33 for a 28th place NAIA All-America Scholstanding. NCCAA All- ar Athletes. Elisabeth PyAmerica Scholar-Athlete les (43rd; 18:47), Brittany
Sarah Bailey also had an Simpson (79th; 19:11),
outstanding race, placing Audree Goodew (94th;
34th in a personal best 19:19), Melissa Wysong
time of 19:39.
(141st; 19:44), and Stacey
Only a week later, on Keller (157th; 19:52) also
November 19, the Cedar- contributed to an outstandville women’s cross coun- ing fourth place team fin-

ish with a score of 212.
The top four teams
were recognized at this
extremely
competitive
national meet, with each
individual receiving a
plaque for their performance. The top three of
the twenty-eight teams
present were Simon Fraser
BC (74), Black Hills State
SD (190), and British Columbia (209).
Throughout the season
and particularly in these
last two races, the Lady
Jackets ran with exceptional unity. In the words
of Samantha Maat, they
were “bound by the Holy
Spirit,” praying for each
other while running the
races. They gave God the
glory no matter the results, motivated by their
desire to worship Him and
by their team verse, Isaiah 40:31. “But those who
hope in the Lord will renew their strength. They
will soar on wings like
eagles; they will run and
not grow weary, they will
walk and not be faint.”
Brittany
Simpson
summed it up best, excitedly stating, “I can’t wait
until next year!”
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